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The Insurgent Word 

Is the world we face really one in which poets can consider their work 
to be political if it is not in the most literal sense part of the solution, and 
not simply part of the analysis of the problem? Therefore, should we not 
come to expect chat a truly political poetry will work to condition itself, and 
chose who utilize it, for the moment of conflict with auchoriry and of rage 
against the capitalist state? And should not chis condition-chat of 
historicity-be the very character of poetry and poetics in our time? The 
point, then, is not to undermine and struggle against instrumental lan
guage, but to clarify the end to which poetry as part of the larger struggle 
is an incendiary means . 

A language that finds a way to remain indistinguishable from the 
historical consequences it serves in part to provoke is necessarily a radically 
transparent one. The value of a poem lies not in its intrinsic merits vis-a.
vis criticism or literary history, but in its capacities as an instrument oflaw
descroying will-formation and mass action . What such a shift in value 
actually entails is, in the last analysis, a reintegration of poetry into the 
entire range of radical populist traditions, both "secular" and "religious": 
iconoclasm, apocalypse, democracy, tyrannicide, antinomianism, civil 
disobedience, prophecy, rioting , festival, unionization, communism, prison 
liberation, libertinism, work-action , luddicism, utopianism, exodus . 

Poetry has lost touch with social and economic realities during the same 
period in which capitalism has tried to confuse our experience of these 
realities. The contemporary avant-garde , in particular, does not under
stand chat depriving individuals of representation and knowledge is one of 
the supreme means of manipulation in a media-dominated information 
society, and thus is one of the surest signs of societal privilege and power 
within the class structure. Moreover, a certain critical extremism is 
necessary when poetry has strayed so far from importance to anyone other 
than fellow poets and their academic critics. 

Issues of representation in language cannot be discussed apart from 
issues of political representation-that is, apart from the injustices resulc
ing from the fundamental lack of political representation in the capitalist 
world-regime. It is imperative at chis time chat we begin to chink about the 
political insufficiencies of resistance to representation in structuralist and 
post-structuralist theory and method, as well as in the poetries they 
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influence . Poetry and thinking must constantly take immoderate risks, and 
it should be unmistakable that we do not mean only risks of form. Indeed, 
what poetry must put at risk are the complacencies of poets themselves. It 
should seem obvious by now that calling into question the form or the 
process of a poem or an essay does not really endanger anything in the 
current political state of things that warrants immediate endange rment. 

We would like to be clear in pointing out that we do not believe that 
there are any real enemies to be found in poetry, and of course we need to 
make certain that all of our questionings and critiques are not ultimately 
misdirected. Divide and conquer methods have always been used very 
effectively by the ruling powers in combating oppositional tactics. Global 
capitalism has reached the stage where we might say that the real enemies 
are not even the politicians, though obviously the moral agenda of the new 
political hegemony warrants massive confrontation as well. Without a 
doubt, the targets of resistances and antagonisms on all fronts should be the 
multi-national corporations and the institutions that finance them. The 
policies of the current phase of U.S. conservatism are nothing but the 
turning over of national and world power to these corporations and the 
values they represent. Under such circumstances, poetry must be among 
the most appropriable means available for the speaking of those seeking 
justice in our midst. The very shortage of historical time remaining for us 
under capitalism warrants nothing less than a renewed submission of 
poetry-a submission not least of all to the dictates of whatever onslaughts 
fall upon the ruling classes in the years to come. For to the same extent that 
insurrection, when relentless, halts the state, poetry is haunted by history: 
both demand fury. 

THE EDITORS 
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Gerard Donnelly-Smith 

from: The American Corpse 

New York Harbour 

Dawn on this open channel, 
an ancient chill in my bones . 
The weather a wet mist 
and the water a tea green 
with which we tell the fortunes 
of those arriving by the millions: 
the exile, the outcast, the criminal, 
the heretic and politically incorrect 
all hearing, all believing the blasphemous prophets, 
who sing "send us your tempest tossed." 

They come cursing their fathers in every tongue, 
cursing them in tongues unknown to those they call 
innocent or evil, noble or savage, naked and damned. 
It does not matter, they are making a paradise hell, 
spilling blood they call the demon 's. 

Still, over the open channel that Voice of America calls, 
preaching its remedies and dispensing democracy like a drug. 

Into the fog our radio waves now implore 
as another tugboat guides another load of cattle, 
slices its cargo to the dock edge, 
while money changers speculate their worth. 
Into every harbour the cargo comes and goes nevertheless 
made better for the exchange, 
asking in a hundred tongues: "Is this America?" 

No real native answers back. 
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The Bridge 

his singing weight: 
a body alone of coral made, 
a fascination for steel rails 
and figures of men in white 
mounting flights and steel cables 
falling past reason's death 
falling past the day hated 
as a swallowed bait . 

as gulls skull crest to crest 
tilting momentarily, then rising 
waves slap mossy stone. 

~ ,\ 
far below a white crane flies; 
his volume place upon the mantle 
on purpose bound with old wounds ; 
consumed , our heart climbs past reason's death 
and with the fire in his chest we light 
the hearths in our homes. 
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The Log of Columbus 

They ought to make good and skilled servants 
for they repeat very quickly whatever we say to them. 
I think they can easily be made Christiam 
for they seem to have no religion. 

Now there being no more land beyond this place, 
only dragons and myth's deconstruction, 
we boil the flesh from bone, 
separate the cooked from the raw, 
exhibit the skeletons in corridors lined with glass cases 
containing red pipe and headdress, 
beadwork and worked flint, 
leather shield and skinless bone. 

Very early hear them talking 
very early hear their footsteps 
try to understand 

that not knowing nakedness fixed our guilt 
upon their exposed breasts, upon those penises 
behind small mats of cotton dangling, 
that not having our religion meant to be fallen, 
to be indeterminate and unregenerate, 
that in the holds sweet fruit sweats 
and she watches the flattening horizon, 
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not the first war bride to mimic Helen's journey, 
nor the last, no nor the last to be driven 
by wind and current and lust, 
that in the holds, good Christian servants, 
exchange their continents, their languages and their cultures 
for the foundries, the factories and the fields, · 
for children and the churches of white-male dreams. 
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Red waves 

White crests are lovers rolling nightlong 
into the blue body steaming, 
red waves suckling sand, 
red earth pounding white stone, 
waves red with the flesh of the land . 
Here, there is no entropy, 
no lack of rebirth beneath cathedral trees, 
along the coast waves transcend the shore, 
echoing to horizons a universal song. 

The same song which Celtic shaman heard, 
on Belcain, on Samhain's Eve. 
These same groves they held sacred, 
these same crossroads they knew . 
They made these same fields fertile 
with painted bodies blue and naked, 
tattooed with similar patterns, they danced 
around these same fires; they chant 
the same prayers to the same ariel spirits. 

Through chis fog along a similar screech, 
the sea wind blew the same mussel smells, 
drawing us coward chis magnetic shore, 
coward chis dancesque nightmare, 
in which we have forgotten 
our myths which rot, 
a dead European corpse in a dry grave, 
frozen in the morgue 
of academia spawning 
an infernal April consumption 
because this blood we have poured 
into that ditch is not our own. 
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Pilgrim's Progress 

Across the Great Plains we move further inland; 
our conestoga sail vanishes at the center of the universe. 

Prairie schooner's canvas the same the Subtiano saw, 
are now the sun 's glint reflected on waves of upturned sod. 

And the stars which filled the night, now to streetlights beckon. 
Across the prairie florescent shadows obscure the moon's own . 

And a toxic wave rolls down the Mississippi 
and the bones once resting are furrowed up these plows. 

And the virgin grasslands are pregnant with generations 
spilling out of our cities like maggots from a corpse. · 

And the pilgrims progress from one state to another, 
from immigrant to resident, from conqueror to refugee. 

And our corpse keeps trading one grave for another, 
one more life for the other , one more day for each soul. 
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Walt Whitman, what the fuck did you know? 

You will look back one hundred years hence and know me 
for the first time and it will be like you never left though I 
have been praying very hard you would although I have 
been fighting very hard. 

America , I hear you sing, is open wide and waits 
for the plow's steel like a ship hull furrowing, 
for the engine's progress piercing the flesh, 
for the mine 's shaft plunging into the bowels, 
for the houses spotting the hills like a pox, 
for the factories spilling into the arteries 
the shit and chemicals from our consumption 

while we were singing "buy, buy" 
America, America, 

God • the population forever rushing west like locust , 
feeding on the clear cut forest, looting fruited plains 
and disseminating a destiny, a manifest social disturbance 
within the fabric of the nation. 

Oh Walt Whitman! 
In your wards of brothers dying at one another's hand, 
why could you not see a bloody conflict spawning 
beyond the fields of blue and grey 
where your America's myth lay dying? 

Sleep on Walt Whitman, beside that eternal Hudson; 
sleep the sleep Walt Whitman of untold generations. 
Sleep with the teeming masses you great American Poet 
and in that ecstasy dream your body electric, 
sing your American corpse. 
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The Norton Anthology of American Corpses 

There were modern poets before 
there was modern poetry. 

Primitive means complex, 
means a sacred mountain 
up there in the Black Hills 
even with presidents etched 
still remains sacred. 
And the remains, still in this spinning earth, 
rest in that hallow ground 
with rocks and roots roll round. 

Hear them spinning? 
Try to understand . 

Here there is no entropy , no lack of rebirth , 
here, there is nothing new . 
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So tell me 

So tell me, so tell me, so tell me, 
where is Pocahantas 

Mr. Rodgers, Mr . Clark, Mr . Crane? 

Lost in the mist, 
America 's many myths, 
a smoldering copper crucible, 
tarnished life green 
by these magnetic shores 
pulling us closer to the time 
when the Aztecs saw 

,_, 
their great white god. 

So, tell me so, tell me where 
where is the real Geronimo, 

Mr. Williams, mr. cummings, Mr. Pound: 

onetwothreefour 
knocking on heaven's door? 
For martyrs who burn in smoldering pyres 
along the Salem coast taken 
by corn fungus giddiness 
mistaken mystical schizophrenia 
speaking to god or demons or themselves. 

They pull us closer to the priests 
holding our hearts, still beating, for the sun . 
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So tell me so, tell me, 
so tell me 

where Mr . Snyder, Mr . Ginsberg, Mr. Bly 
is the heart of America? 

Buried near our babylon, the Mississippi 
mingling with the Gulf? 
In the eternal mother meaning lies below 
the waves undertow. 

In the hourglass sand's of Hatteras 
the ship of Pound's Kulchur 

swirls down. 
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Virginia Hooper 

from: The Lamentation 

Invocation 

Philosophical speculation and recent history alike 
had prepared the way for an understanding of the 
process by which, in times long past, the gods had 
been recruited from the ranks of mortal men. 

Anything that serves as a hint 
or reminder of the past, either of two prayers 

-Jean Seznec, 
The Survival of the Pagan Gods 

in the canon beginning with the word Memento, 
the first being for the living, the second for the dead, 
each serving as a reminder of the past. 
At the line of the apparent meeting of the sky 
with the earth, the bounds of one's observation, knowledge 
and experience unfold upon the point 
where the observer stands . The great circle 
of a celestial sphere cutting the center of the mind 
midway between its zenith and nadir, 
revealing a layer of memory characterized by the presence 
of one or more distinctive centers of attraction. 
I came to know her again, to perceive her 
as identical with the one I had previously known. 
So related, as two concepts, that if the first 
determines the second, then the second 
determines the first. The quotient obtained in dividing 
unity by a number or expression. To pursue 
for the purpose of catching; to range over an area 
in search of game; to chase, drive away, 
or pursue with greed; to search for eagerly. 
To search for until found; to find after a search. 
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To utter the loud, mournful wail of a dog, wolf, 
or other animal. To utter such a cry in pain, grief or rage. 

The first part of the romance 
began on an ancient instrument of execution, 
a horizontal piece near the top, upon which condem~ed 
persons were fastened until they died. A sacred symbol 
in many ancient religions, consisting basically of two 
intersecting lines. The emblem of Christianity, 
a representation of the cross upon which Christ died . 
Any severe trial, affliction or suffering . 
Anything that resembles or is intermediate between two 
other things: a cross between poetry and prose. 
The accidental contact of two wires so that current 
from one flows to the other. The geometric mean 
of two numbers. To move or pass from one side 
to the other; go across; traverse. To draw 
a line across. To obstruct or hinder; thwart . 
Our paths had crossed. It had crossed my mind 
this might happen . She made me promise to tell the truth 
by making the sign of the -:ross over my heart. 
She insisted I mark a cross on the palm 
of my hand, as though paying a fortuneteller. 
Choose implies an act of will: to choose a side . 
Select emphasizes careful consideration and comparison: 
to select the best cookie from a tray . 
To pick is to select because especially well fitted 
or appropriate. Cull means to select and collect 
at the same time: to cull striking passages from a book. 
To prefer is to favor mentally, often without any overt 
act: she preferred me for no other reason . 
But she had also thwarted it. This much I could remember, 
but not easily. Memory, remembrance, retrospect, recollection 
and reminiscence refer to the recalling 
of one 's past experience. Memory is the mental 
faculty by which this recall takes place; remembrance 
is the act of bringing something to mind: 
her eyes were like sapphires . Retrospect is the turning 
of the mind to the past, and recollection 
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the voluntary calling back of what has been learned 
or experienced. Of the two, retrospect suggests 
contemplation or careful consideration of the past, 
while recollection is more specific 
and aims to recapture a single fact or event 
for some immediate practical purpose. Reminiscence 
implies the narrati0n and savoring of past events. 
The card had been drawn . The Fool represents the absence 
of all things real or imagined. It is the beginner's 
mind and the concept of nothingness. 
"Now that you've come, stay a while ." 
Either of the terms of the story that, 
separated in the premises, are joined in the conclusion, 
so that they are eternally happy . We met by the edge of the sea. 
Effect, consequence, result, outcome and upshot 
refer to events or circumstances produced 
by some agency . Effect stresses most strongly 
the presence and force of an agency, since its correlative 
is cause. Popular usage often substitutes 
consequence for effect, though strictly a consequence 
is merely that which comes afterward in time 
and is not necessarily connected causally with its antecedents . 
Result suggests finality, or that effect 
with which the operation of a cause terminates. 
Outcome suggests a result that makes visible or evident 
the working of an agency, and upshot suggests 
a decisive or climactic result. She had sent me hunting 
for causes. A determinant, antecedent, motive and reason 
refer to events or circumstances prior to others. 
A cause produces a necessary and invariable effect; 
it may be used in the sense of the determinant 
to mean one of the prior factors that influence the form, 
details or character of the effect 
without being its sole cause. An antecedent refers merely 
to that which goes before in time, 
and does not necessarily imply any causal relationship . 
A motive is the inner impulse that guides 
intelligent action : a reason, the explanation given. 
Reason, purpose, motive, ground and argument 
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are compared as they denote the basis of a human action. 
A reason seeks to explain or justify an action 
by citing facts, circumstances, inducement and the like, 
together with the workings of the mind upon them. 
Reasons may include purpose and motive 
as internal or subjective elements, 
and also grounds and arguments that are external or objective. 
The purpose of an action is the effect 
that it is intended to produce; its motive is the inner 
impulse that sets it in motion and guides it. 
I returned to the edge of the sea. The beginning 
of the existence of anything; a primary source. 
The point at which the axes of a Cartesian coordinate 
system intersect: the point where the ordinate 
and abscissa equal zero. A quarter section of a circle, 
subtending an arc of 90 degrees, with a movable radius 
for measuring angles, used in navigation, surveying 
and astronomy . In a Cartesian coordinate system, 
any of the four sections formed by the intersection 
of the X and Y axes. Moving counter-clockwise 
from the upper right-hand quadrant, 
they are called the first, second, third and fourth 
quadrants. Beginning, commencement, opening, initiation 
and inauguration refer to the earliest period of existence. 
Beginning is the broadest term and is applied 
freely to human and nonhuman activities. Initiation, 
besides the particular sense of the beginning 
of membership in an organization, refers to the beginning 
of things created by human effort or ingenuity: 
The initiation of our friendship was marked by great relief. 
This was as far as I could go without adopting 
the method of the cross-word puzzler, 
which is to use the answers already secured as clues 
for the solution of the more difficult riddles that remain. 
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The First Quadrant 

If transcendental subjectivity is the universe 
of possible sense, then an outside is pre
cisely-nonsense. 

Being in the shadow of someone superlative, 
spinning round a magical orbit, 
forming the essential part of the symmetry, 
climbing stairs that led the way 
on a day that imposed upon us to stay 
in the house, I met her trying to see 
out the window . She had told me to sit 
down and pause a moment, then she'd give 
me a reason not to go. I began to cry. 
"But why?" she asked. "You can have 
your cake and eat it too, if you like." 
She was writing her memoirs, she would 
later explain to me. "How come?'' 
I asked her. She handed me some 
ice-cream for the cake. "I should 
be on my way, you see, I'm on my bike 
following a course on the far side of a wave 
that brought me here. I guess it's high 
time I got somewhere." She told 
me to sit a moment , not to go, that much 
of her time was spent in dealing with her 
own endeavors. Tiresome, it became. 
After our exchange, she asked my name. 
I could not remember and said I would prefer 
to omit that part of the game in favor of such 

· activities as keeping warm from the cold . 
This apparently struck her as delightful, 
that the verification of so small a percentage 
of her theory could so powerfully strengthen 
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her belief in its totality. The blank 
in my mind began to obsess my thoughts, as I sank 
back into a chair to gaze out her window and lengthen 
the vision of days I would spend with her, each vintage 
of an hour before the passage into nightfall. 

To confuse or perplex; mystify. 
To solve by investigation or study; to puzzle 
over. To attempt to understand or solve. 
A toy, word, game, etc., designed to test one's ingenuity 
or patience. Puzzle, problem, enigma, conundrum, 
riddle and mystery signify any difficult or perplexing 
matter. A puzzle is usually intricate 
but can be solved by ingenuity and patience; 
many puzzles are made for amusement. A problem usually demands 
special knowledge and good judgement; formal problems 
are given to students to test their learning 
and skill. An enigma is something said or written 
whose meaning is hidden and can only be inferred from clues. 
A conundrum is a baffling question, the answer 
to which depends upon some trick of words. 
Conundrums are also called riddles, but a riddle 
is usually less playful in character: The riddle required 
my response. A mystery was originally something beyond 
human comprehension, but the word 
is now freely applied to perplexing situations. 

During the recurring period within which 
certain events occurred and completed themselves, 
during the days we came to know one another, 
she began to teach me many things beyond 
the level of my previous understanding, forming a bond 
as though we were a daughter and mother. 
There were many and assorted books upon her shelves, 
each afternoon requiring that we find a niche 
to settle in, while she revealed 
her special knowledge pertaining to the arts 
of magic and the stars. "Time is an abstraction 
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from change," she began explaining to me. 
I replied that this was possible to see. 
"It's secret rests in two bodies of attraction, 
and in the knowledge there concealed. 
We must distinguish between two different types 
of change. The first of an event taking place 
before our eyes, the second of an event 
having already occurred. In the first, 
we detect an event as randomly dispersed, 
and in the second, it is the memory that is meant. 
Imagine, if you can, measuring the relative pace 
of those two seagulls in their flights." 
I looked to see through her window 
the one intent upon overtaking the other, 
following in a regular and persistent pattern. 
"We observe the spatial disposition of things 
and we follow their temporal succession, 
but to perceive them moving forward in progression 
requires the sense of each. As to where their wings 
will take them and when, each seagull follows the pattern 
determined in the search for its lover. 
In this direction, all creatures go." 

Journey, voyage, tour, excursion and pilgrimage 
denote a going from one place to another. 
Journey is the general term, implying no particular distance 
or means of locomotion, but the tendency 
is to restrict it to travel by land; voyage 
is commonly reserved for travel by sea. A tour is a journey 
to a number of different places by a circuitous route. 
A trip is a short journey. Both tour and trip 
imply a return to the starting point; this is made explicit 
in excursion, which describes a temporary departure 
from a place. A pilgrimage is a journey to a destination 
held in reverence. To succeed in time or order. 
To seek to overtake or capture; to follow 
the customs of a country. To watch or observe closely: 
She followed the course of her life. I had, 
no doubt, followed her here. To understand the course, 
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sequence or meaning of, as an explanation. 
To come after as a consequence or result: the effect 
follows the cause. To follow through to the end, 
as an argument. In card games, to play a card 
of the suit led. A stroke in billiards that causes the cue 
ball, after impact, to follow the object ball. 

The beautiful formlessness of the sea, 
a landscape that was not land but the end 
of the land. Upon this edge I stood and stared, 
wedged between two waves of remembrance, 
each of which afforded me an avenue of admittance. 
And standing along this rocky shore, I knew that I was paired 
to both. Then the tide gathered itself as the wind 
brought to me the sight of the seagulls in their constancy, 
the faithfulness of their purpose. The silence 
drew away from me as the rim of my vision parted 
in such a way that a faint, undersea light filtered 
across the sand, exposing each pebble and shell 
as the wreckage of some other abandoned landscape, 
as though seeing from the bottom of a pool, their fixed shape, 
the glimpse of some other time and place I can't dispel. 
By the beautiful formlessness of the sea, I remembered 
my given name. Following an imaginary line, I had started 
the descending flight that had led to my residence. 
After a moment, she stood beside me, and we talked 
of my understanding . I had made a big decision 
not to leave, to stay right here in the house 
and under no condition allow myself to be taken back. 
It would be difficult, but I'd planned a counterattack 
I knew should work ifl used all my hope. Anyhow, 
the first important step was to tell her my intention. 
By now we were some distance from the house, as we walked 
along the shore. A quarter of an hour 
passed before we turned back. I told her to hold on 
to me by all means because I hadn't been discharged 
at all. I had somehow managed to get out! 
She took my hand, "You've only followed the route 
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I made for you." We stood together facing her large 
house by the sea until the sun was finally gone. 
Events here, I plainly saw, were beyond my own power. 

Emblem, symbol, sign and token agree 
in denoting a visible representation, usually of something 
intangible. An emblem appeals most strongly 
to the eye. In this strictest sen~e, it is a pictorial 
device, as a seal, badge, flag, etc., or, less frequently, 
some object which represents or suggests 
a religious, familial, political or similar group, 
either through fitness or historical connection: 
The seashell became the emblem of our love. 
In less strict use, emblem is sometimes interchanged 
with symbol, a word with much broader application: 
The Cross is the emblem (or symbol) of Christianity. 
A symbol may be pictorial or not; its connection 
with its original may be historical, conventional or purely 
arbitrary . A sign may be an arbitrary symbol, or 
it may be the outward manifestation of inward character. 
Token is applied chiefly to a symbol which represents 
a pledge: A kiss is a token of love. 
Bend, bow, crook, turn and twist mean to change 
the form or direction of a thing. Bend and bow suggest 
a smooth curve, but bend may also be used 
for angular or irregular turns: She bent my path 
toward her. Crook means to bend into a hooklike shape. 
Turn refers to a change in direction 
rather than a change in shape, while twist suggests 
a great or violent force: to turn the course of a stream, 
to twist my arm. Bend, bow and stoop refer 
to bodily positions. Bend is used of any departure 
from an upright stance: to bend over the table. 
Bow is usually formal, and describes a forward 
and downward inclination of the head or upper body . 

By hook or by crook, I had been found in her book. 
Without defense or protection, being without means, 
lacking the conditions necessary for any particular 
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kind of validation, as of a contract or promise, 
I was conferred into a precise point, a mysterious mark, 
from which the diverted hours led me to embark 
upon a course toward her side, an apprentice 
washed in by the raging sea, standing perpendicular 
above the teeming foam, seeking shelter and one to please. 
On a day that imposed upon us to stay in the house, she took 
me into her pleasure as though I had strayed into her presence 
without there having been any need or reason. A longing 
bred and borne on the very ground 
where I had come to stand, a simple enough provocation 
to awaken the desire for her and violent storms 
at sea. Absorbed upon the forms 
that made her image, I was protected by the sea's fortification, 
wishing for nothing more than to work beside her spellbound 
through these days that promised to be forever ongoing, 
as all things are governed by her intelligence. 
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Joseph Donahue 

Christ Enters Manhattan (VII) 

Our names dissolve, 

& the vibration touches all, & the chill 

of what will not be, & the natal shiver of what has died ... 

& I am a woman lost 

in the wall's hollow, that empty temple, turning back 

the bed a garden in a desert where vines are rats in the lunar rubble ... 

A clipped ringing, 

the other sleeps, a cupped call, voice dropping: 

I'm glad I had the child but I wish I had had it with you ... 

(A knock. No one's home . No, you're home . 

Though now you hear whispering, the back room suddenly dark , 

just as the police at the door say: someone has called in a suicide here.) 

Erosion slowing, the retina 

rooting again in the earth of the eye, 

but my sight gets worse & worse . . . 

I want to free fire, 

the movie maker said, 

from our vision of it . .. 

Sky flowing, past lives scatter. 

Adrift, pale Esau, deep in a cloud of weeds, & others , 

half devoured, like the moon, like the tail-fin of a deep dwelling fish .. . 
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red & gold, rinse of a chemical river ... 

& last words: there is no otherness that does not point to unity ... 

& this could be the crucifixion, this could be a movie about the crucifixion ... 

after the X ray, the usual walk down the corridor ... 

& elsewhere day ushers the bride of light into the shrine of the forest 

& the long bank line, the exhausted hospital workers talk quietly 

& whatever partner you 

were, astonished innocent, 

preparing for what wedding night ... 

All's empty, all's a holiday office, phone tape flashing. 

A phrase or two as our lives burn: tear me to bits. Or : I'm tired of 

dying in this silence. Or: Even after, there's a part left beggi,ng . .. 

& the nights are hours in a final afternoon

& rising from the litter of lost remarks: 

a millennial cry . . . 

All's votive bones & wet smoke ... 

& the steam-shovel , ancient grave open , 

work stopping, the building , now, may never be ... 

Plume of sun, horizon, fiery house, 

fiery horse, dragging jags of flame through the fields of the sky ... 

& Zukofsky, seeing above this island the mists of Egypt ... 

Exile, the sense of it, deepens. Spire & vault, gargoyle of the wrong god 

& bent cells jamming the veins, & it will be another winter of 

children with feet too swollen to cross a room ... 
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hematologi,cal memory, that's . 

what my interest is now, how blood 

can hold far years the memory of a virus . .. 

or as a father might hold a sleeping son to his heart ... 

& a student named Babak: I lived through the Theater of Cruelty, 

the Tehran run . Our friends were hung from what you call cherry pickers 

& Hamid , pale from the fast, prayer rug on the TV . . . 

Empty altar of the mind, pictures loom , then rot into words , 

words spoken by a voice, a voice which says only: look at the pictures . . . 

pictures trembling, a final silence, a flash . . . 

a puff of nothing, a ghost in the grit . Only a graph , soiled & frayed. 

Only the Abode of the Holy Ones, tacked on a wall-

& Aramaic, Hebrew & Persian 

where we are written out as martyrs 

who await the transfiguration of the earth . . . 

Saw my father. He asked so I told him 

the upkeep's been tough on the rental properties since he died 

& he: they don't let me see anything there, from here ... 

Phone van at midnight, 

air hammers, a door of light in the air . . . 

The pit misdug, the Christ aches elsewhere ... 

(Belly & bowel, the poison fish 

cuts through you, a channel it hangs in, 

taking its time, convulsing you with a flick of a fin ... ) 
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Invisible star, drawing our carbon through the lapses .. . 

then came foreign architects with no conception of logos .. . 

No descent, no faces of saints, no gold beam piercing the wall ... 

Only radiance, welling here as shadow. 

Only darkness, within light. Only , flung through space, 

this wave of stones the color of an exploded cathedral .. . 

When news of the bad effects broke 

I was already elsewhere, pilled out & pure, 

floating in the deep blue circuit of air & water . .. 

& each night, news of the day. 

Attack sites, television grid. Awaiting 

a pattern to our death, the bright dots flare ... 
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Canto Escondido 

The rapture is discontinuous. 
-Theresa of Avila 

There's only fiery cloud, 

scorched pillar & the earth a stone, 

a charred stone, afloat .. . 

& on the ridge, half charcoal, · 

a tree writhing upward, gold-brown, seared, 

toppled half-over against white clouds on low hills 

& a scattering of horses 

new flame in a blighted place ... 

& at night the blackness is a wall 

an electrified cell, yet that's not what the 

sudden intensiry of dark is about ... 

& the truer testament 

can only be deprivation, 

of blue embankment & jagged stone, 

of gold grass threaded green at the core . . . 

& the adept slips free of his routine. 

Silver cup, freshening the roots lost to dry death ... 

& later quick clouds, shadow & light-

ice in the dip of a cornfield. 

Isolate tractor, trough's glitter. 

Nothing breeds or dies. 
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There's only the land splitting 

into height & depth, air rending into light & dark, 

ocean tearing into tide & current, & fire into aspects of itself ... 

& a girl is molding from sand 

her lost Mexico, drawing, & then 

blotting out, a road there ... 

& crepe on a casket flutters more 

in the come & go of mourners 

than leaves in this calm . .. 

Pain dispossessed me, 

the exile said, prison became 

a passage, the interrogations a flash . .. 

a garden all ordering echoes 

shaded depth, glory of gold light on the leaves-

Children climb & chatter, the arms of the earth lift them . .. 

There's only a tree, a clay 

house in a parable, fruit amid ashes ... 

Door open, radio on, tools out, no one's there . .. 
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Laure 

from: Laure: The Collected Writing!' 
-translated by Jeanine Herman 

Laure (Colette Peignot) was born to a wealthy family in 1903, but 
eventually renounced her bourgeois and religi.ous upbringi.ng, and in 1926 
joined the Communist Party. In 1930 after studying Russian at the Ecole des 
Langues Orienta/es in Paris, she moved to the Soviet Union and lived among 
peasants until she fell sick and had to return to Paris. There, she financed and 
wrote for the radicaljourna/La Critique Sociale, as did Simone Weil who was 
a close friend. In 1934, she began an affeir with Georges Bataille, and soon after 
became involved with Contre-Attaque, an ultra-leftist review that called for 
revolution through sexual and moral upheaval. This group protested against the 
fascist attacks on Leon Blum, leader of the Popular Front, which, along with 
the Spanish Civil War, Laure actively supported. In 1936, she became involved 
in Acephale, the secret society that strove to recreate Dionysian rituals. She died 
in 1938, age thirty-five, of tuberculosis in Bataille s house at Saint-Germain
en-Laye. (J.H.) 

*"Political Texts" and "Notes on the Revolution" are excerpted from Laure: The 
Collected Writings, translated by Jeanine Herman . Copyright © 1995 by City 
Lights Books. Reprinted by permission of City Lights Books. 
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Political Texts 

The same siren wails at war and slavery. 
In the stifling, throbbing, dusty, evil-smelling fa~tory, I saw women 

chained as in a penal colony. Can they dream of escaping? They have even 
stopped thinking about it. There they are, without light as without will. Six 
o'clock, the rush home, backs bent over housework. And through this 
strange imitation by a person of his human, proletarian condition, they will 
return tomorrow as today, the color of grime and dust. On the wharf, 
dockers the color of brick and coal: a curious spectacle for other human 
beings whose unconsciousness, contempt, and haughtiness are assured by 
charm, grace, and expensive beauty, and an entire "ensemble" chosen to 
match their dogs' coats. Unconsciousness and contempt? Not even. There 
are two worlds (these worlds do not enter each other except through 
distorted images) and rare are those who, in one world, are truly aware of 
the daily reality of the other. There is life. The habitats of each, and the 
hours, and what they bring to each existence. There are lives that have no 
hours: the dawn of the desperate, the waiting of the unemployed ... too 
many men, these, fever seizes them and makes them understand what is 
happening and this "intolerable" in which their own lives are knotted takes 
them by the throat, demands a response. 

Then we are surprised that there are not incidents more often .. . 
everyday ... ; yes, outbursts of anger, in the middle of Paris, on rue Royale, 
on the Champs-Elysees. But no, fear of tomorrow cancels out the day itself. 
So half oflife is just apprehension, anxiety, or else parsimonious, cautious 
leisure. And then there are those so adapted to office life, more feverish than 
home life, who instead of rebelling, share their employer's interests. 
Everything is a question of FEVER, you start to hope the anger will stay 
hidden away in working-class neighborhoods, confine itself there the 
better to arm itself, to spring forth under control. 

And soon everything gets confused. It is the time of gray, deserted 
streets, when bus drivers, exhausted by the day, full of hate and fury, take 
streets that spread naked like women's legs. In torrents they crush the 
pavement; they have had enough of transporting a whole traveling aviary, 
squawking, jabbering, chattering, jostling, and leering at one another. I 
leave, the idea of them weighing heavy over life like an overcast sky. 

What is an unproven conviction? A certainty that is not based in fact? 
A verbal solidarity? Doubt has crept in like a worm eating away at my heart. 
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To be so far from everyone, from each of them and from myself, this self, 
riveted to them all the same! My thoughts return to them constantly. It is 
just as intolerable as coming back to hazy Paris after two weeks in the sun. 
Everything I have is stolen. Something is weighing, weighing. The streets 
are empry. They are at home, termites, ponderous and parsimonious, 
hidden deep within their fireless homes. One sees them beneath the 
exquisite green awning of the metro or the luster of gilded wood. One sees 
them doing or undoing their housework, but always ruminating, calculat
ing, scheming: wife or mistress? Why this mental limitation? Why must 
your acts not be all ofus? Our assertions turn against us. Everything defeats 
the purpose. Thought hinders gesture, and we stand there, stuck. Thought? 
No: facts, history, men and their backward language. So these ideas are 
shaken up as in a game of jacks? But one cannot save oneself on paper like 
a drowning person clings to a rock: the sheet is smooth, smooth, smooth 
and good will slips through your fingers like an eel. Paper is milksop, dried 
paste with words worn thin. Adhesion, abdication , this is easy to say. But 
all this is life without your being able to get out of it. Go on, then, see 
thought through to the end , see it through in all its consequences. But you 
speak in a low voice as in a house of the dead . It matters little to me where 
I am ifI know where I am going . Perhaps the moment will come when it 
will be enough to know what one is against. IfI were a factory worker or 
even a shop girl, I would not think as much about the final ends of action. 
I would defend my bread, my tomorrow against the "unconscious," who 
live a fairy-tale life. 

I did not know that "history repeats itself," that leaders are incapable, 
masked by their criminal phraseology: "our glorious working martyrs," all 
the while doubting there is an end better than the starting point. 

And this is because there are nevertheless thousands defending their 
right to exist, cent by cent, thousands safeguarding this minimum right of 
the ant, there is an impulse that is a defense and a hatred, a fear and a 
warnmg. 

The value oflife can only be resistance and revolt expressed with all the 
energy of despair. And this despair itself is a great love oflife, of true human 
values and great instinctive forces, of all that we experience. 

One cannot judge the value of anything unless it is in relation to the 
working class or to the efforts toward the emancipation of this class. This 
is what "situates all things ... it is the great pivot to which we refer." We 
know how much this class is currently menaced . We also know what 
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limited horizons it opens to the mind and to the human heart. We must 
materialize and concretize solidarity with this class in daily struggle. The 
same traps, the same material obstacles this class faces are in fact found 
within ourselves. 

These beings oscillate in turn between their pride and their poverty. 
Thinking they have escaped the "rotten" world, they reform a cosmos for 
themselves made of different habits that are ultimately copied, acquired 
little by little; a universe where we understand each other thanks to words 
that have become passwords. 

Are we forever prisoners of the world that has made us? Or prisoners 
who escape successively from all our prisons of glass? Sad exercises. The 
days flow by dull and bland precisely because we feel them to be worthless. 
Come to terms with one's own failing. 

Something to lean on: love. The loved one is our last hope. 
Saying all this we know that prisoners are in fact those who always see 

themselves in convex or concave mirrors and have never bent over the clear 
water of a stream . It seems there is, nevertheless, nature. 

* 

Different tones, different motifs. Life conceived of as a symphony, as 
a fugue. -To live it. 

To express that something bears it: a sparkling proof, a confirmation. 
What if Nietzsche did more for the liberation of man than Lenin? 
The rich or poor man constructs his own greatness in his heart, his 

faculty to resist what exists, to not compromise life as it is intended: soiled 
and ruined by millions of people. To exist agaimt and not with. 

This does not suppress joy but exalts it, it is not despair but immense 
hope. 
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Notes on the Revolution 

Considerations 

To see that the set goal is only a stage 
that the support sought is only a springboard from which one 
cannot leap toward action but from which thought prohibiting action 
must take new flight 

thought has limitations , restrictions 
"that it is up to the proletariat to take its fate into its own hands " 
action is arrested by thought 

Take action "so that the victory of this or that proletariat is a victory 
for the French as well" Portela 1 

Gestures : useless "heroism," go beyond, find more idealism. 

Some go to lose themselves in it, some to find themselves. Exaltation of the 
individual. This is not the rational Levelling-Marxist thought in favor of 
the communiry 

regression 
Our possibilities. Our perspectives. 
The Second and Third International. 
An era in which words had a meaning behind the words, the 

meaning of reality, "Going to the people. " 
Utopic 
Scientific Socialism 

1 Manuel Valladares Portela (1867-19 52) : Spanish statesman and political writer. 
[eds.] 
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Slogan read in Pravda 

Our youth must be made to forget [ ]-it must not know such ex
amples . Just as in individual psychology, if a human being marks out a 
course of action, something different, of a different quality, issues from 
him. He cannot deny himselfby himself. His organism is more "complex," 
more "twofold," more "tragic" than he would like-

His traced line is sinuous with all the curves of his doubts, scruples, 
reservations, not to mention lapses, false moves. Likewise the press is the 
pulse of a country. Pravda let this enormous confession slip-

In all its aspects 
from all its sides everything entailed in words of adhesion and abdica

tion 

What certainty it was not to fall into vague hopes 
Man abandons himself to a part of him that can destroy him as a social 

being-as surely as the scythe cuts the wheat, so true is it chat the human 
being is social 

Vera Figner2 in her memoirs cells us at the end: I was no longer 
struggling for anything "but honor." 

How many times have we heard-We are struggling because we cannot 
not struggle 

Jeliabov3 doubted-the question arises: is [ ] beyond all suspi-
cion? 

Did he act because they could not let the others die without him? 
the rational-
the irrational. 

An absolutely erroneous interpretation. 
What T. [Trotsky] presents as the success of the socialist sector over the 
private sector is not a success at all, since it is obtained "by force" and not 
by the natural predominance of quality , of quantity-If one systematically 

2 Vera Figner (1852-1942) : Russian revolutionary and writer, imprisoned 20 
years for taking part in terrorist activities, including several assassination attempts 
against Alexander II. [eds.) 
3 Jeliabov: Russian revolutionary of the "nihilist " years. In cyrillic letters in the 

manuscript. 
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closes down private enterprise, does this prove in favor of the "collectiv
ized" sector-This doesn't prove anything-

Trotsky called this State socialism 
Lenin State capitalism 
what is socialist about this mixed economy? 

On the tenth anniversary, artisanal thus private production formed one 
third of the general production-(an enormous proportion-Naked 
Russia) 

One cannot be a dictator or Government leader without having a 
complete contempt for mankind . 

A Laval 4: [followed by his electors in the worst contradictions of his own 
line] 

This story of collectivization in Russia-A peasant is arrested, every
thing in his home is taken, he says nothing . 

His wife with a child in her arms, cries, yells; grain is found hidden in 
the dung heap ; he does not flinch. Finally, the cow is taken away despite 
the wife's pleas-Then the peasant rushes toward the child and smashes its 
head against the wall. The militia men kill the father, the mother throws 
herself on them; they kill her as well. 

This story in its extreme logic and its horrible simplicity is similar to 

those told by Babel.5 
How can one pretend to ignore that this was how it was-The leader 

of the Ukraine's G. P. U. says 8 million died in the collectivization. 
B. follows all of this closely-that such facts are 
humanly possible. 
[Tseretelli6 for a Federal Rep. of Georgia 
Jordania for an autonomous Republic. How J. speaks of the people

His hopes in "the people"- "The bourgeoisie " will do nothing , everything 
will come from the people .] 

4 Pierre Laval: Prime Minister during the Vichy Republic, who joined with Hitler 
by deporting French Jews and requisitioning French labor in an effort to defeat the 
Soviet Union. In 1945 he was executed for plotting against the state. [eds.] 
5 Isaak Babel: Russian Writer (1894-1941). 
6 lracli Tseretelli : Russian Socialist Democratic Leader imprisoned in 1906 and 

later sent to Siberia . [eds.] 
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Are we condemned to being emigrants who adapt to their new 
situation? 

The proletariat pays the costs 
pays for the mistakes the tactical errors or the absolute 

lack of tactics. The leaders can leave. 
The worker parties content themselves with high-flown language. 

"Our heroic martyrs" 
· the experience of the Commune 
then the Vienna Commune 

newspaper clipping 
discipline that bodes well 
discipline of the working masses struggling for tomorrow's bread-the 

machinety of young, enlisted bourgeois. 
No acknowledgement of a strategy to take up. Always these flowery 

phrases that, if not dealing with the life and death of heroic men, emerge 
from the worst cliches. 

Yes, Jeanne, I'm writing to you . Surprising, isn't it? Don't furrow your 
brow and triple your chin in distrust. Just listen to me. In spite of all the 
"resistance" and all the "distrust" that I sense between you and me, and 
which are perhaps less insurmountable than both of us think, I really 
cannot keep myself from talking to you about what I think about so often: 
Spain and the events. 

(Perhaps your Mama has told you that the announcement of Quinet's 
election was met with joy by everyone here. I hope with all my heart this 
works out.) 

Whatever total pessimists say, the defeats are not universal and the 
entire world is not yet ripe for flogging. Whatever grave mistakes weigh 
upon a Largo C.,7 one cannot erase socialism in Spain from his papers or 
from his mind. Why? Because of the upsurge that is like a force of nature, 
a force acting toward the revolt of the oppressed. I am there, but constantly 
in thought ... in Spain where there are people who are neither civilized nor 
glossed over by a false civilization which, here, horrifies me. 

This is not a passing impression that will fade, there is something down 
there that I loved in Russia. This very simple, very spontaneous human 
brotherhood. 

7 Largo Caballero: prime minister of the Spanish Republic in 1936. 
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Moreover I will be very absorbed, as I am here, by personal work. 
Unlike Boris, I am horrified, you see, by the malaise chat the unex

pressed creates. Well, whatever our respective positions regarding each 
ocher, I chink and I am certain chat we can meet each ocher without 
adopting chose bellicose attitudes chat express what words silence, and 
without a whole scaffolding of useless complications, but in utter frankness 
and simplicity . I will never accept chat we cannot confront the most 
contradictory opinions or absolutely contrary attitudes in the face of people 
and things. 

So you do not like the lack of" civilization" of the Spanish people-and 
chat is exactly what attracts me. 

When we have a firmly rooted conviction, it cannot be stopped any 
more than the flow of our own blood. If we are suicidal, we must kill 
ourselves, but if we live, we muse act ... as we breathe, otherwise history 
will never advance. In contemplating despair, we lose contact with 
vigorous realities and may be tempted co realize what is decomposed inside 
us and similar co [ ] of which we are (choice) produces. 

We cannot make up for the Pase, the Archives, the Papers. Boris is the 
first co understand my eroscracic tendencies when I laughingly announce 
chat we should "burn down the library." For in fact chis only signifies chat 
he is bitter and sad co be losing contact with che reality ofliving militants 
and workers. 

I assure you chat it "changes" life not co chink constantly "there is 
nothing co be done," or else "the end will be worse than the starting point." 
I find chat the value of life in current society can only exist in a spirit of 
resistance and revolt and in the active expression of chis resistance and chis 
revolt. 

I also chink chat all the socialise vocabulary should be reworked, chat 
ever since the Russian revolution we have been using a language full of 
antinomy and illusory expressions. Can't we imagine an autonomous 
experience freed of our Russo-Soviet pessimism? Don't the conditions in 
Spain allow for such a position? And then, down there, there is a treasure 
of energetic and spontaneous human resources. 

le should be stated outloud chat total pessimism has no place in Spain 
and chat the entire world is not ripe for flogging. le should also be stated 
chat the leftist parties here, despite all the mediocrities and petty politics of 
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people not up to their tasks, are uncontestably standing up against the right 
wing which has nothing to be proud of, and seems rather deflated and 
seized by fear since the attack on Blum ,8 the huge demonstration, and 
Sarraut's 9 speech. 

These are only immediate impressions but they are worth something as 
a "sign." We have to realize that without these leftists (detested for a 
thousand and one reasons ... ) fascism would infiltrate here as elsewhere. 

Then? 
Enough of despair. IfI am alive, I hope-the rest is a mind game. This 

vital flow, this blood circulating in my veins won't stop; life wants to 
express itself, to act; in order to express yourself, to love, you have to know 
how to hate. Instincts of force and defense reclaim their right-. There are 
moments when, in order to live, in order to hope, it is necessary to know 
how to KILL, teach this to [ ] 

I don 't give a damn about the old papers and history; all of that may as 
well burn. 

One can suppress this life 
or soil it 

All rights 
I have them 
I am taking them 

A whole generation is preoccupied only with the past under the pretext 
of purity-under the pretext that the present is vile. 

During the elections when the fas:ade of the local [ ] was entirely 
covered with a giant billboard depicting Gil Robles, 10 a crowd came, swore, 
spit .. . and chanted: "Oh , oh, the big, bad wolr' to the tune of''The three 

8 Leon Blum' s Popular Front party won the 1936 election in Fran ce against the 
right. Radical Socialists supported the Popular Front in order to unify the left 
against rising fascism, which led many to believe that the party served Communist 
interests rather than those of F ranee. [eds.] 
9 It is difficult to know which Sarraut Laure is referring to: Socialist political leader 
Albert Sarraut was the Minister of the Interior in 1936 during the German 
reoccupation of Rhineland. In 1939 he became Minister of Education and took 
over the radical Socialist newspaper Depeche de Toulouse when the editor, Maurice 
Sarraut, was killed by pro-Nazi terrorists in 1943. [eds.) 

10 Jose Maria Gil Roble s: leader of the fascist CEDA (Confederation of Autono
mous Right Parties) coalition in Spain in 1933. [eds.) 
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little pigs." One might say, here as in Russia: what a wonderful childhood . 

By chance I witnessed a Communist demonstration : the return of 
Russian exiles(!) (No one knows what that means anymore!) For more than 
an hour the main roads were covered with people, or rather with a long 
moving column chat obstructed traffic. A committee of women displayed 
a flag embroidered like a chasuble, carried by two pregnant women. 

Quite a few women voted not for the left buc_for chis or chat cousin, 
nephew, or imprisoned godson. When questioned they replied, "No, I did 
not vote for 129 A, I voted for Pablo" (or some ocher name from their 
family). As soon as the elections were over, cheywenten masse co the prison 
(which here is called carcel def abanico because it is shaped like a fan) 
chinking chat there would be an immediate, magical opening of the doors. 

I am really expecting a lot from the issue on Nietzsche-I mean : a lot 
of clarifications-Wouldn't I do better not co cry to follow him in his 
thought? 

It's a much more poetic expression-His thought like a force. 
No interior game, and I even chink: no system oflogic-
a lot of paradoxes chat cancel each other out, negate each ocher, kill each 

ocher yet a sparkling affirmation of a person who stands alone in the 
world-

As for me: never doubt my own reaction, never doubt attraction and 
repulsion when intellectual judgment fails me. 

A terrible need co read all ofNieczsche and co get through it on my own, 
without help, chat is, without preconceived or agreed upon opinions-

quotations 
"The critique of religion is the root of all critique. " 
"The man who, in the fantastic reality of the sky where he sought a 

Superman, found only his own reflection will no longer be tempted to find 
only his own appearance, the Superman he is seeking is forced to seek his 
true reality." 

"Religion is in reality the conscience and sentiment of a man who has 
either not found himself yet , or else has already lost himself again." 
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" ... This State, this Society create religion, the false consciousness of 
the world, becau~e they themselves constitute a false world." 

"Religion is the general theory of this world . .. its popular logic, its 
spiritualist point of honor ... 

It is the fantastic realization of the human essence, because the human 
h I al' " essence as no true re tty. 

"It is the spirit of a spiritless era." 
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Questions 

The man enters through a small low door, takes several steps and finds 
himself in a room. He is free of all hindrances 

then he emerges his face smooth as though purged, he leaves by another 
door, another street, he goes to the Communist meeting-he will be 
speaking 

he who has just bought women, taken part in the monstrous and vile 
comedy just like that, quite bluntly with perfect contempt. Did he come 
to these ideas through love or hate? How can these people who respect 
human rights, respect proletarians, see a prostitute as an instrument of their 
pleasure? They do not see the woman, the human being, who comes from 
who knows where? oppressed by what or by whom to have come to this 
point? 

They stand before a mechanical erotic love instrument 
(Rimbaud?) 
Eroticism as the depths of despair but absolutely incompatible with 

active, strong life. Playing the worst games of man's disintegration. 
Withdraw 
To live facing one's interior struggle. 

Form of suicide To experience everything 
= to cancel oneself out 
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Charles Cantalupo 

An Immigration Psalm 

I 
I remembered my immigration 
In the mud pond: I awoke with you, 
We hugged each other in an ocean, 
We didn't need the climb to continue, 
And the trip came back; we were swimming 
In episodes - voyeurs in the reeds, too -
After die end but before beginning, 
U nsure l what to do with your father 's bones, 
Fat grasshoppers, the well we met with singing, 
Death of the firstborn , and a god to hear our groans 
For deliverance with our jewels by water 
To the 1renewal of humility's rough stone 
And rain when the sun never setting blurs 
Our families and the moon that does not wane. 
Beginning with a messy circle of feathers 
On empty ground centered by the remains 
Of a throat, the trip fell apart with names 
Scribbli~d large: violent thin lines to drain 
Red sp otches of heroes back to the same 
Axis of swirling dust , new land or old. 
It blew through our home , leaving an empty frame. 
A distant and distracted relative foretold 
This persecution, and the heavy steps from upstairs 
Falling towards me only tied the blindfold 
Tighter, until I saw how not to care 
About the faceless guard wearing my flayed skin, 
Knife with your teeth and eyes, hoping to spare 
No one, holding the trigger after a spin 
Of the[ gun barrel, pressing it to my head, 
And firing nothing except my origins; 

I 
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How not to care, though bullet holes outlined my bed, 
Steel covered the windows, my entrails 
Wrapped around my legs and I suffocated 
Myself in a plastic bag, bloodying my nails 
With my palms; how not to care that duty's sake 
Meant strong drugs and the impoverished for sale 
Based on pronouncing certain words to make 
The dangers of pity require love's removal 
From fear, longing and worship to forsake 
Our blood in history like the hand on a tool 
And the metaphor in myth with a rage 
For revelation to sanctify the cruel; 
How not to care except with the image 
Of you and our children greater than the pain 
Typing the life of page after page 
Thrown away at the end with a never again; 
How not to care except to be freed: 
As I was, for reasons like links in the chain 
We simply wanted to break with the need 
To join and change with others who left land, 
Wine, oil, ash, hair, ceramic shards and seeds 
Behind for new altars of earth to withstand 
And bud like the saplings nailed to our hearts 
Where only an unknowing, unknown hand 
Could fire the thirteen shots of plague and art 
To sever our one body for the wilderness 
To claim a carcass owed it from the start, 
When immigration's curse, not its caress, 
Forced us to wander and never to touch twice 
The same shore or river living to possess 
And roll us together like two dice. 
We were at the mercy of a spirit not our own, 
Unseen, on the other side of our sacrifice, 
Apart, never grasped, utterly alone, 
Absolutely sustaining and the change 
To feed and be fed into the unknown, 
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To ask a~d to thank, attractive, yet a strange 
Spectacle of flatness and wire, burial , 
Devotion, and a solstice of children to derange 
Any faith without tall, wide, full bottle 
Breasts, f ulva eyes, a turquoise beauty mark, 
A bird between the legs, emulsion, wool, 
Plant fibers and feathers for a cloak, no sacred ark 
But the sky and its letters, animals who survive 
Their pens, and appearances of spring dark 
As the obsidian mirror where we dive 
Into each other and swim, unclasping the stone belt 
Of all df ctrines but the rain we give 
To our good ancestors, the dust where we have knelt 
In the dbw or spit in disgust to see 
The mud, where other immigrants have dwelt 
Remembering their vulnerabilities , 
Now hdlding us, too, feeling the horizon 
And how it has settled in our knees. 
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Stake Spike 

For fertility, yield and protection, 
I whittle half-corn half-beast 
On a rainforest dark stake. 
I sharpen one end to a point, and 
My hammer, heart and hands 
Pound it into the ground where I live. 
Knowing where I come from -
A tribal writer neither knowing my tribe 
Nor mirroring my wounds 
As the sole source of my identity -
My nature performs finally free 
Not co kiss the fingers 
Of a florid priest to substantiate 
He speaks with the authority of 
His god and the last judgment: 
To reduce any inconvenient details 
Of a man 's life and death, 
His body gone 
And the whole epoch running out of time 
Into absurd laughter 
To an ironic moment 
On the long journey back to our father 
To reconfirm the certainties of doctrine. 

From no deep valley without 
A great hill nearby 
Remaining unseen at the feet of 
A god between them and their opposite, 
And to spring me from this room of steam, 
I drive downhill and lose the signal 
To find the mown cornfield where I was born 
Mown again to prevent 
My unconscious wish - for light so round 
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It grow~ into the points of every star -
From tfng over like a definition 
Of success without the metamorphosis 
In progress: leaving out 
That t~e dog, male or bitch, with love or hate, 
Returns to its vomit, 
As all kinds of ideologies 
Inevitably eat their own, 
And just as certainly, wait 
Equally long to gather 
Their sons' and daughters' bones, 
Until a/ final rotting kiss 
To separate their flesh from 
Thirty feet above prescribes: 
Bone, let go. 
Flesh, ieappear. 
Song, effuse the spine 
And gesture through the flames. 
Reconstecrate without abstraction 
Yet wi , our bodies, words 
And al things making mutually 
Direct and symbolic statements 
Spontaheously, individually and heard; 
And e,bh giving each their best mirror, 
Our reflection as never before, 
And eJery moment with more 
Than 1/ can describe 
To endure our spinning 

I 
Fear o( perishing on the shore 
Of our own words, 
As a fijst flower stays, 
And th:e last flower goes 
With a last mowing 

Benea*i the crows, 
And t e freedom of self recognition: 
To lea e behind the same priest 
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As before, giving no one a flower to toss -
Not only to say farewell but to linger 
In a private kind of public loss -
On the coffin as it is lowered: 
And feel the nearby edges of forest 
Sign and sound their words 
Like a blessing of plunging 
Clear senses to pull and let go 
Like reciprocally happy, faithful merging lovers; 
Returning home, a dove, 
A crow cruising the maize 
And disappearing into the sun, 
A god's voice through the trees. 
Let there be no predictable words 
Against the year's new wine. 

Those six uncles in the garage basement -
Providers, husbands, faithful, workers -
Around the metal kitchen table, 
Eating at a family party . .. 
Dead. 
I know my redeemer lives. 
I saw him - I remember 

Protection against the tiger pain 
And the poisoned ocean of names, 
The final spectacle of matches one 
By one until there is only one 
And two snuffed candles' smoke 
Drifting into each other, air 
And nothing except for the one last flame, 
The match unlit to guide a constant 
Vision of a tangled curve of nest, 
Oval of branches, wine, berries 
And birth of a future with the blessed 
Child yanking on the vine 
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And thLwing down the jewel 
This vision dangling over our bed 
And sei of happiness where 
Still we ask for right and the best 
Between sleeping and running 
Around a steep and stoney mountain: 
With one side a wise womb of doubt and surprise 
At so ~ any ins and outs 
Of higH and low; another side the music 
Not recognized as urban until 
It returns to the city from the country; 
Another providing the cement 
That a father's death supplies 
For his son finally to understand strength. 

As if n1 hing else is, I've tasted writing 's power 
To present not how to live but why, 
With disconnected and uncatalogued papers 
Labelidg themselves archives 
And claiming authority to console 
Post post conditions of how to sing 
Economic poverty with a cursed 
Poverty of values, an inhuman dream 
Projec+ d onto anyone 's creation by 
The headlights of an out-of-control car. 
Walking away from this theater, 
Only the wreckage uncovers and sees 
The words of different forms it needs 
To know how not to lie as much 
Now with almost nothing but wreckage 
All around - except for some children, 
A cooling cheek, a real or imaginary 
Ancest6r's love, our eyes open, 
And mother, father, daughter, son 
Wanting to be safe believing 
In one human again; 
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Wreckage walking away from this theater, 
I don't know but need and see 
These different forms uncover without words 
To get more of a language 
True to the power of a temporarily blind 
Photographer ready to break out, olives ready 
To roll, heavy snowfall here, my shadow, 
Cosmic mothers and suppressed marabouts 
Walking again, the last two hundred thousand years 
Of stone, artificed and not, yet as much 
Of music, the choices of post, plain, 
Late and bureaucracies locked in cages 
To brain themselves on the bars, 
A lethal dose of pennyroyal 
To abort if I decide, expansion and 
Contraction of breath enough to span 
From doubt to birth to the land to stake 
For peace, and of the black cat I run over 
With surprise and second thoughts 
Until I realize its power to sing 
Dancers into frenzy and disappear, 
Leaves me safe, too, without needing to say, 
With good bread to share 
At home, eating in joy. 

Let the joy of dark invention 
Light the lights, light the lights. 
Leave out most of the connections, 
Pin down very little, 
Light the lights, light the lights. 
I'll do a minimum of damage for you 
To create more possibilities. 
Ifl nail you down, what is left to question? 
Light the lights, light the lights. 
No more talking about the spiritual, 
Tradition and community. Light the lights. 
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Bwec lo wmds at all. Light the lights. 

;::;~e u::~:;:~~c:i~:o ;~~~ ~~: 1~::::~lled 

In our dark inventions? Light the lights. 
Light the lights for our dark inventions. 
A story can be discovered 
After the performance, as in nature. 
I say likht the lights, light the lights. 

I 

Plant t
1
his spike deep to stand 

Sexually, individually, crudely and coarsely, 
Especially against those who want to see it that way 
Before their intolerance steals it to make 
Their churches holy, architectural, ritual rich 
And decorated, though without their recognizing 
That t~is media is not their own. 
Myth is dead. Long live metaphor 
And its human rights to argue 
Anyth ing with the world and to invent 
Any story at any rhythm before 
And after death. Let every creed 
Especially promise this or return 
To a dead body of doctrine, revolting 
Yet be~raying the living 
To be 1better in the eyes of ... 
Whom? A god? Believers? Government? 
For a }ob I sold the body parts rotting, too: 
Death devotee, degrading my need to live, 
Locking the great bread in a museum, 
The great beast in a zoo, 
And p~aying for more drought; betrayal 
Itself fY only text while the originals 
I wanted to serve - passion, rhythm, story, 
Confl icts with no certainty 
Betwe~n natural, supernatural, 
What is human, unforgiven, extraneous, true 
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And written in the body 
By the power I was dying 
Instead of living to know -
Went unknown, unwritten, unheard to hell; 
Enlightenment and the uncertain future, 
Promises to double the money and nothing 
But enforced silence, the wrong answers 
And losing everything, when a wind 
Swirled at the base of my spike 
And between its figures like a tongue : 
Comfort yourself with the beasts, corn 
And vines entangling the naked nursing mother, 
Her power in her daughters and sons, 
The land you 've adopted to live more, 
To live again and again, to grow in and out 
Of the athletic, words , tools and instruments 
Growing in and out of you: an ecstatic icon, 
Embrace of stone and air, 
Engendering your race 
Of grassy flesh, fertile beds 
And no fearful face 
In the fire and water's protection 
To eat in joy and light the lights. 
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Lisa Houston 

from: Fragments for Navigation 

The rf ythmical arrangement might be different this time. 
Every action the need to express. The very essence of the sunflower 
the expression lof the gift. Gratitude being our taproot. 

The locality of daughterness rooted deep . Even careless, you 
can still hum and match the beat of the braid swinging perpendicular 
to the birds' aJcent . 

Seen ~eyond the porch rail, trousers in the wind, there is 
an instant of self doubt tickling up a leg. 

An J emy is mended 
washing out the eye. 

Bayberry. Eyebright. All day we ardently 

play r naming. 
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Blessed is the child of a clear-eyed mother, of 
a strong-thighed father 

Blessed is that button of hail that shiny rain 

Blessed are you if this swollen river 
is priest enough 
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in the winter wheat blanket, the clouds throw this light where 
bucketfuls of clay were gathered, coreopsis and shovels for all the 
dead relations. 

Going ! to war with the haze tall grass thrives inside your body 
sweetgrass tangles 

under that cottonwoods ' canopy, a woman smokes and remarks 
the lesson of the little mounds: 

bureaucrats they burned, landowners encased 
hurriedly, in red river mud 
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Energy also builds up in the terrain around us. A climate 
throwing dreams out the window, splaying onto the flat rocks. All 
our grandmothers reach back to explain: if you don't cry out 
these warm mesas will. 

We conjugate the prayers to fit the chores. 
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This can compare : my body my 
astonished ancestors 
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If you take him out to the vegetables and notice the wetness of 
the dirt, there is not only moisture but also the experience of days 
being held as carefully as that tomato weighting down its vine. 
Savoring in each plant the ripening of time: This brings nourishment. 
Then there is also the molding. The brittle fenceboard . 

If you show him time portrayed physically then the space 
between your years will expand and dilute truth . Now 
no matter how thirsty it becomes, memory remains transit . 
Possibilities are no longer elsewhere. There remains the chance of 
showers or today the wind could pick up, or you might go on to 
further explore the stalks or the fungus or the ripening blossom. 
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Each day we race to beat the sleeping. As the weather warns 
of being slain in spirit, we arise to account for 
every sin by order of color. 

peach, or honey melon, or persimmon 

by decay we love 

like children we drag 
noisemakers, or a gold-toothed promise 

careful eyes dry watching 
the old men used to sing 

awkward flowers after 
they'd put the body in 

our hands waiting around 
to lift the sister 
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The signaled arson of the hymn 

who smelled the flowers 

to discover a wink blossomed the stoutest of voice 

besotted, headragged 

know what we can batter down 

knowing what we must deeply know 
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Where we are born 
piles up, insignificantly 

little mounds of stones left behind 

the crow, widespread, cleanswept 
takes swoop and shape 

grub and pretend frugality 
to barely hear, relive 
it all wearing cameras 

Qualified to outcast 
blind and full of treasure 
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Elizabeth Willis 

"And Who Shall Find My Place": 
The! & the laws of textual motion 

I. The body: the book 

Composed between the Songs of Innocence and Experience, Blake's The 
Book of The/ is structurally a crux of information (illumination & its 
boundaries), a crossing of art and desire. By any measure of generic 
consistency, it fails: a morality tale that teaches the indeterminacy of moral 
identity, a conduct manual that questions the dictation of conduct, a 
pastoral drama whose listless shepherdess flees the stage. The Greek "thel" 
or "thele" translates as "will," and The/is, appropriately, a book of human 
desire and imagination, in which the relinquishing of will and the assertion 
of will lead equally to a collapse of individual identity . A contradiction, it 
speaks against itself, double-voiced. 

The place of the book is further complicated by the immediately 
composite nature of Blake's illuminated work: the text exists between two 
arts, two acts of reading. Not only are the space and the process of reading 
doubled, they are at odds. As Erasmus Darwin (for whose Botanic Garden 
Blake was commissioned as an engraver) notes in an "Interlude" to his own 
work, poetty and painting exist in fundamentally different continua; where 
they intersect, sequence is played against stillness (Darwin 119-23). Thus, 
meaning occurs in and beyond both color and measure. The seeing subject 
is split not only by double entendres but by the contradictory machineries 
of meaning in two mutually revelatory and obscuring arts. 

At odds, the book's contraty processes initiate a distracted and jagged 
course of textual progress. As an art form the illuminated manuscript 
requires visual reading at the instant that it is hidden in verbal reading; 
illumination is perceived at a moment of stalling. While the linear progress 
of the text is broken, its argument is adorned by interruptive and often 
contradictory interpretation. 

Within such a text, the position of the tide character is as equivocal as 
the voice in confession or the physical collateral of a ransom note; the 
divided, elaborate textual body of Thel exists in a space not only of sexual 
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but of ontological and linguistic crisis. The Thel which Thel presents is 
already fraught with demands for both singularity and resemblance. 
Metonymically, she is the book. 

She also is a pastoral trope, albeit a problematized one : a "Virgin, " 
"queen" and "shepherdess," who runs away from her normative 'poetic' 
role, only to be immediately petitioned for induction into another order of 
submission and loss. In fact, much of the narrative tension within the text 
has to do with the disparity between Thel' s apparent desire to escape the 
inanity of the pastoral tradition by becoming a "willful" 19th-century 
literary heroine and the misreading of her intentions by Blake's own 
panoply of symbolic beings (the cloud, the clod, the pebble, the worm, 
etc.). 

Although each figure she meets seems to offer salvation from her 
original condition, she recognizes that her rescue is contingent on an 
adoption of their ways, and that no belief system will leave her will, her 
name, her book, or her "little curtain of flesh" intact. Fleeing even the 
comfort of her quintessentially Blakean companions, her fumbling course 
embodies the very dilemma of social and literary invention as such: one 
cannot escape the terms of one's own imagination; nor can one abandon 
sign systems altogether and retain an identity-particularly if one is a 
creation oflanguage. The writer's dilemma is equivalent, contingent as it 
is upon the delicate range of operations that is poetically permissible or 
comprehensible . If one's literary progeny has no definable genre, who can 
find its place? What prevents a text's disappearance? 

Through the course of Thel's wandering, Blake's dialogues wobble 
from voice to voice between questions and riddles until, at the threshold 
of narrative resolution, Thel's own voice splits at the great-and-terrible 
recognition scene at her own grave: a disembodied voice conversing with 
a voiceless body. Although Thel's weightless wandering continues to be 
read as a search for a sexual "conqueror" (Mitchell 89), her crisis seems 
more deeply a crisis of perception in a hyper-textual space made chaotic by 
the properties and demands of simultaneously reading and choosing . 

On one level, Thel provides a case study for what William James would 
later describe as the "sick soul": 

The world now looks remote, strange, sinister, 
uncanny .... 'It is as ifl lived in another century,' says 
one asylum patient. - 'I see everything through a cloud,' 
says another, 'things are not as they were, and I am 
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changed.' - 'I see,' says a third, 'I touch, but the things 
do not come near me, a thick veil alters the hue and look 
of everything .' - 'Persons move like shadows, and 
sounds seem to come from a distant world.' - ' ... it is 
as ifl were in a theater . .. I can no longer find myself; I 
walk, but why: Everything floats before my eyes, but 
leaves no impression.' (James 6) 

Likewise, Thel seems compelled to describe her condition metaphori-
cally, and her discourse takes the form of a lament : 

Ah, Thel is like a watry bow. and like a parting cloud 
Like a reflection in a glass. like shadows in the water. 
Like dreams of infants. like a smile upon an infants face, 
Like the doves voice, like transient day . .. (CPP 3) 

When the nearby "Lilly" hears this monologue, she tries to aggrandize 
Thel' s "modest ," "silent," "gentle" life by comparing it with herown . Thel 
responds that the meadow's great chain of being is fine for a flower but is 
less suited for the ambiguities of being human and having a proper name: 
"But Thel is like a faint cloud kindled at the rising sun : / I vanish from my 
pearly throne, and who shall find my place' ( CPP 4). 

At the Lilly's urging, Thel acknowledges her resemblance to the 
ephemeral nature of a Cloud- "in one hour thou fade away: / Then we 
shall seek thee but not find; ah Thel is like to thee" (CPP 4)-only to 
discover that the Cloud doesn't share her melancholy at all. The Cloud 
doesn 't mind fading away since it merely takes another form with different 
physical properties . Rescinding her comparison, Thel complains that the 
world attributes to her no use and that yet she'll be the food of worms. To 
be the food of worms is as good as it gets, says the Cloud. And Thel moves 
on . 

While Thel is obviously in search of a structure to organize her 
narrative, she refuses to submit blindly to a redemptive God even when his 
apparent nursing of the lowly worm touches her to tears. The highly literate 
worm explains: 

. . . we live not for ourselves, 
Thou seest me the meanest thing, and so I am indeed ; 
My bosom of itself is cold. and of itself is dark, 
But he that loves the lowly, pours his oil upon my head. 
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And kisses me, and binds his nuptial bands around my breast .. . . 
But how this is sweet maid, I know not, and I cannot know . . . . 
(CPP 5) 

Blake's text is further loaded visually with argumentative structures that 
complicate the position of both Thel and her reader, particularly as Thel's 
postures are often clearly Christian analogues: the watchful shepherd 
whose feet stand on "watry" blue ground (Plate 1), the exile in a spiritual 
wilderness (Plate 3), the wanderer with arms stretched out into a cross 
(Plate 5), the kneeling figure with arms crossed (Plate 6), and finally as a 
figure riding a reined serpent (Plate 7). While each position offers her a 
"place" saturated with meaning, each is rejected for an imaginary alterna
tive that propels Thel elsewhere, even at the risk of meaninglessness. 

In this transient state, The/becomes a book about cognitive commerce 
and hierarchy, tracing the process of descent by which the mysterious and 
lowly quality of being might be recovered. Meanwhile her perpetually 
created & reconstituted self is perpetually deconstituted , decreated in a 
cycle of flight and pursuit-from and toward the sublime (the Book, the 
capital letter) in the form of the sublimated and debased ( the fragment, the 
joke). 

II. 

While the extent to which Blake's ornamentation offers a commentary 
on the text has been much debated, David Erdman's description of its full 
title page offers a seemingly objective catalog: 

The italic capitals of "BOOK" are alive with sinuou s 
leaves that make buds of the three plump letters and 
form, against the "K," a calyx from which curved stamen s 
rise in a pattern repeated in the soaring forms rising from 
blossoms of a similar shape at page bottom. In a prelimi
nary flourish a youth sits reading (or writing). Inside the 
second "O" a shepherd, with hat, leans on a crook like 
Thel's below. The vine-trailing "of" is flanked by two 
birds, the first of paradise. Above the last letters of 
"THEL" soars a slightly gowned female pointing onward 
(holding a clump of three long curling silver leaves shaped 
like the dividing vine growing on the "E"). But the name 
"THEL" stands rigid and upright though twined with 
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coiling tendrils and scaled by acrobats-a boy (naked or 
clothed) climbing the "T," arm-raising clothed girls 
below, and standing on, the bar of the "H." A small boy 
stands between "H" and "E" and a winged (angelic) 
reader sits in the "L." (Blake, 1B 33-34) 

While the significance of each of these flourishes remains open to debate, 
the fact that Blake's bodies often mimic or struggle physically with literal 
words is not . And, content aside, Thel's textual corpus begins with a series 
of obvious displacements: the fully inhabited letters of"THE BOOKOF 
THEL" become a spartan italic" THEL," just beyond which the youngest 
shepherdess, Thel, appears, as if emerging from a set of disparate letters . 

Like the biblical Ruth that becomes The Book of Ruth, the body canceled 
in the creation of the book , the book that then goes forward in the world 
as a living textual body, Thel begins where word stands in for body and 
body stands in for book in a landscape laced with slippage and illusion, 
where actors and objects are allegorically doubled and where the subject is 
a watchful fugitive for whom allegory itself is dangerous ground. 1 

As the figure of the shepherdess herself flees a traditional pastoral 
landscape in which she has been speechless although spoken to, an object 
of fascination rather than a fascinated subject, Thel moves from the 
familiar into the alien, where she becomes both "queen" and "nothing." 
The youngest daughter, she "in paleness" seeks "the secret air/ To fade 
away like morning beauty from her mortal day" ( CPP 3). Her beauty is thus 
wasted to the economy of pastoral love, but in the logic of the text's 
symbolism, her choice of this "lost" status constitutes her as value. She 
descends into particularity, into knowledge, into a lucky fallenness. Not to 
say a "happy fall." Her final monologue and motto lament the violence of 
sensory life and the vulnerable and culpable position of the seeing subject : 

Why cannot the Ear be closed to its own destruction: 
Or the glistning Eye to the poison of a smile? 
Why are Eyelids stord with arrows ready drawn .... (CPP 6) 

In the world of desire, there is no safety even from oneself. 

1 See also John Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress, where Christiana (Christian's 
daughter) embodies not so much a woman as a text going forward in the world in 
her pilgrimage through wood and river to the Heavenly City, a movement from 
life to death (while proclaiming itself to be the inverse) across a Christianized 
Lethe. 
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III. The River of Adona 

Descending to the river of Adona, Thel voices a "gentle lamentation" 
that, like much of Christina Rossetti's work, is a questioning of the 
boundaries of word and body, where-in reading and being read-a self 
is constituted as a source of desire and discomfort that is without a steady 
or retrievable location. In her poem "At Home," Rossetti presents a dead 
self gazing at its own absence in the living world (Rossetti 28); Thel 
stumbles onto the climax of The! only co confront her own open grave, a 
pun on the parallel existence of life and art, which in chis case is literally 
engraven, a joke Blake frequently "buries" in his illuminated work. The 
ocher obvious twist is chat Blake's illuminations are carried out through the 
practice of black arts: the conjuring of the dead (he was "visited" by Milton) 
and the forging of metal plates (a marriage of blacksmithing and alchemy) 
upon which he writes backwards to get a "positive" imprint . 

Accordingly, to "find a place" of self-knowledge, Thel must, like 
Cocteau's Orpheus pass through the plane of image and reversal, cross the 
Lethe that is Thel[e)'s reflection . In doing so she muse abandon the 
coherence of a unified system of meaning and must will into being the 
chaos of symbolic ambiguity, as she traverses her own "will." She must 
willfully obscure herself, relinquishing the virtue of a triumphant end. Her 
immortality (a fantasy of entering the literary canon more than of being 
morally sanctified) is as much entrapment as salvation. So T hel eschews 
moral progress, struggling co escape even Blakean interpretation. 

Thel's turning away from the static life of "sunny flocks" is a turn 
toward the "secret air/ To fade away like morning beauty from her mortal 
day." Instead of falling into the traditional pastoral pursuit of an equally 
trapped romantic other , Thel is drawn away by thought, through brambles, 
against enclosure. 

As a result, The Book ofThelcritiques even Blake's own swerving toward 
the literary canon. He embodies instead Thel's repeated rejection of 
anything construable as "salvation ." Yet all evidence suggests chat her final 
retreat co the Vales of Har is a rejection of narrative resolut ion, spiritual 
redemption, and sexual experience, all for the sake of a shot at literary 
immortality. Her rejection of all possible options creates a book chat, in 
returning us co its beginning, insists on being perpetually read. 

I c is at the River of Adona that Thel' s image breaks, and like Echo pining 
for her Adonaic Narcissus, Thel becomes a zone of fragmentation and 
repetition which verges on the infuriating even for her opiate-voiced 
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respondents . It is, after all, not only Echo's repetition and fragmentation 
ofNarcissus's words which is unbearable for him but her conversion of his 
questions into riddles, the answerable and linear into the multiple and 
enigmatic. Within this matrix, objective truth is beside the point of stylistic 
sophistication and complexity, and readerly attention is deflected to the 
very strategy of deflection. 

S. Foster Damon links the River of Adona with Milton's river Adonis 
in Paradise Lost, where "Syrian damsels ... lamented the death ofTammuz 
[ the god whose wound yearly turned the river purple with blood]" (Damon 
6). But the reference also resounds with a broad historical fixation on a 
wounded body as a complicated emblem of power, whether in the form of 
ritual sacrifice, the limbs of Osiris, Christian legends of stigmata, or the 
late-20th century fascination with writing on the body. The collision of 
such widely divergent cultural patterns further saturates Thel's crisis with 
anxiety about what appears and what remains, what can be touched and 
what can be spoken. 

Visual and verbal language systems also cross at Adona, where Thel 
translates her anxiety about speech largely into an anxiety about touch 
the space of the body, its composition, its appearance and disappearance. 
Within a system wherein desire fails to preserve itself, wherein what is 
sought retreats beyond reach, identity is preserved by distance and absence. 
Thel stumbles there. 

IV. 

"TO GOD" 
If you have form'd a Circle to go into 
Go into it yourself & see how you would do 

William Blake 

V. Interlude 

In 1796 Matthew Lewis's signature gothic novel, The Monk , was 
published . A year earlier James Hutton's treatise on historical geology, The 
Theory of the Earth-which was abridged and popularized by his student 
John Playfair in 1802- appeared . Engraved in the year of The Monk and 
distributed in the year of Playfair' s revision, Thel' s dynamics of descent, 
mirroring, and subjective interrogation write its figures against grids of 
devotion and physical law, erosion and institutional corruption, where 
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human perception is both the zone of greatest risk and the ground on which 
all knowledge depends. 

As Lewis's Monk reveals a church body subject to the same desires and 
disease as a human body, where institutional enclosure inevitably corrupts 
what it attempts to sanctify and where violence to one body escalates into 
violence to another, Playfair' s edition of Hutton presents a textual earth 
constituted by the simultaneous processes of deposit and erosion . Both 
texts establish a ground which must be endlessly read and re-read in order 
to determine the physical and psychological status of the present which 
even in the duration of looking has become the past. So Blake's Thel 
presents a shifting self in the act of sight and flight, questioning its own 
velocity and direction. As though the mirror it held to itself refused to show 
its own image, The/constitutes itself instead in terms of repetition , sending 
us off to the vales where the Book began, where a Motto is a quest ion , where 
reading is read. 

VI. Explication of the Interlude 

Playfair's and Lewis's works are, like Blake's, excavations. Lewis finds 
corruption behind every image--even and especially within the image of 
the Virgin; and Playfair finds that "there is no spot on which a river may 
not formerly have run"-and thus all land is potential ly elsewhere. 
Likewise, The/ addresses the lack of a visually, linguistically, or physically 
steady ground . While the public message of Lewis's work is that no space 
is either incorrupt or incorruptible , Blake's is an equally encompassing and 
terrifying proposal that all space is sacred. Both texts acknowledge explic
itly that the naming and exclusion of "evil" as outside one, as unnecessary 
and as an enemy of progress, is its very power , that what a system excludes 
will ultimately dominate it. Thus in the Marriage of Heaven and Hell, any 
redemptive transformation depends on the ability to encompass rather 
than cast out "evil." It is this power of Law to engulf difference which is 
most threatening to the improvising subject who-like Thel-is always 
already on the lam. 

For Blake, this perpetual departure from absolutes keeps the oblitera
tion of the subject infinitely near yet infinitely at bay. In The/ this happens 
by creating a linguistic perpetuum mobile : because the book ends in a way 
that refers us back to its beginning , its fugitive life is constantly reenacted. 
As a result , even when the higher order announced by Thel 's supporting 
cast is a "kinder gentler" law (the worm does receive comfort, but who 
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wants to be a worm in order to be comforted) , Thel will refuse its self
annihilating transcendence in order to inhabit the absurdly circular 
domain of The Book ofThel 

VII. Through the River Singing 

See where the Mare the furious Horse does woo: 
Each Female to her Male is always kind, 
And Women, only cruel Women blind , 
Contradict that for which they were designed . . . . 

Matthew Prior , "Amaryllis" 

The fox condemns the trap, not himself. 
William Blake, Proverbs of Hell 

Lord, if we are deceived it is by thee . 
St. Augustine, Confessions 

In spite of its visual complexity, The Book ofThelis commonly read as 
if its dynamics of desire and pursuit were uncritically those of the pastoral 
tradition it implicitly critiques. 2 Yet its protagonist rejects precisely that 
over-simplification of crises in resolvable sexual terms which at once denies 
female action outside of that demanded by a "furious" half-man/half-horse 
and calls female desire that goes beyond submission a "contradiction " of 
"natural law." 

For Thel, not only does pastoral law (conventional poetics) erase her 
into a "paleness" she must flee in the first line of the poem in order to 
generate the Book, but it denies the autonomy of the particular at all levels, 
making claims for transcendence and rapture by ascent only, and positing 
that ascent as the end of sexuality, spirituality, and finally of poetry . What 
Thel discovers in descending is that those martyred for a system will woo 
her on the same grounds as those of a pastoral swain, claiming that in 
submission lies the higher law. While what Thel knows is her own "watry" -
ness (her reflectiveness and self-reflexivity), the world she visits attempts to 

2 Note , for example, as poetically sound a reader as W. J. T . Mitchell , who claims 
that "The! wishes to ' risk nothing '" but that she is "eager to surrender everything, 
if only she can find a conqueror who will be gentle about it" (Mitchell 89). 
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veil her knowledge with a sleepiness and solidity that forces her to 
catastrophe or flight. It is precisely this blindspot that "natural argument" 
attempts to obscure, where, unable to see herself, Thel is caught in a 
repeated sense of resemblance and subsequent refusal. 

Displaced as an excessive presence that refuses assimilation, Thel is a 
kind of literaty ventriloquist who refuses to speak with only one voice. 
Though Blake warns against the self-deified (a criticism often used against 
Thel's character by Blake interpreters), he also warns against the demands 
of unifying institutional structures and insists on the construction of 
individual systems of thought as the only grounds for freedom. To submit 
without knowledge is-as to the gnostics-to lose all. 

The altruism of clod and worm takes Thel as deeply as that world can 
take her-six feet under-to a crisis that finally acknowledges the danger 
of not only the world but the self as one vibrates between subject and object, 
hearing and heard, seeing and seen. The "higher order" of self-sacrifice is 
one which Thel must ultimately reject even though her movement appears, 
like the wheels in a western, to be backward. In returning to her original 
"place," the eros (Blake's punning "arrows") of the eye in frictionless 
motion becomes a Zeno's arrow-a motion that appears to be still.3 There 
the human subject experiences an aesthetic rather than a moral mandate. 
Its "will" suspended, it is without place, to use Thel's terms-like a painted 
figure that cannot save itself: 

Why cannot the Ear be closed to its own destruction: 
Or the glistning Eye to the poison of a smile? 
Why are Eyelids stord with arrows ready drawn. (CPP 6) 

Thel's only unbroken utterance is her final shriek, arms raised in a 
gesture that is either dance or despair, overcome or overcoming, its 
meaning immediately obscured. ( Compare Blake's illustration of Virgil's 
Pastorals, "Shepherd chases the wolf' with Thel's title page which has been 
called a scene of arm-raising "rapture." The gestures are nearly identical.) 

3 The paradox of Zeno 's arrow: 
[Hl] The arrow could not move in the place in which it is not. 
[H2] But neither could it move in the place in which it is. 
[H3] For chis is "a place equal to itself," 
[H4] and every thing is always at rest when it is "at a place equal to 

itself." 
[H5] But the flying arrow is always at the place in which it is. 
[HG] Therefore, it is always at rest. 
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Thel's moment of self-creation and confrontation at the Book's comple
tion is an explosive containment of mutually exclusive conditions , of death 
and origin. It is as though the blindspot of the body were catastrophically 
to disappear-at the wounding of the self (as object) by the arrows of the 
self (as seeing subject)-che moment of self-sight that constitutes one in the 
very act of self-annihilation, at the moment when Name becomes Book. 

VIII. The golden bowl, the silver chord 

Then he also gave him a token chat he was a true 
messenger, saying I have broken thy golden bowl, I have 
loosed thy silver chord. 

John Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Progress 

THEL '.S Motto, 
Does the Eagle know what is in the pit? 
Or wilt thou go ask the Mole: 
Can Wisdom be put in a silver rod? 
Or Love in a golden bowl? 

As Echo's voice turns statement into riddle, Thel's accumulation of 
pastoral logic turns into a questioning of its basic metaphors, as well as a 
questioning of the nature of metaphor as such. If chis is a conduct book for 
female education its message is chat the euphemistic language masking 
sexual, spiritual, and philosophical life is a trap for which the fox can afford 
no sympathy and the pilgrim no trust. 

Like Bunyan 's "true messenger, " if The! guides it is not by moral 
mandate but by its showing of broken emblems. Thel's Motto provides a 
model for reading wherein neither subjective experience (the opinion of 
either Eagle or Mole) nor objective investment of the abstract into the 
particular are viable systems of conduct. What is trustworthy to the 
wanderer exists only in fragmentary and elusive form, at the crisis of 
representation and self-representation at every moment in a necessarily 
alien land. 
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Todd Baron 

Sectional 

I will make nothing better by crying, I will make nothing 
worse by giving myself what entertainment I can. 

-Archilochus . trans. R. Lattimore 

reflection without speech forms 
the necessity of flowers, 

one hesitates & in the inner hand 
the inner land . you walk among branches 

a pile of scrubjays sing 
a patch of green, 

constellations 
make a mind do inner things . 

a formula of reason past the reasoning 
the result of the opposite labor 

an idea from the topiary shape 
of innate matter 
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to say "I've no reference points, " 

I offered you my skin, is 

expression of this type womanly? release 

the film's reverberation, 

like hair the rush is spelled reed 

because somehow the bottle is somehow broken 

a rosary of bubbles 
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in swinging in to existence 

I don't want to lose the dancer, 

the electrode, 

you remember repeating 

somehow wind is fixed, 

the image of sinking 

treading water . 

resemblances cultivate thorns, 

her gown interprets which translates 

who for some devoted appears, 

daylight's 
compensation 
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the gesture is 

to express by gestures 

carry the body as weight 

in the absence of manner 

tracing the edge of the cage 

the size of my finger 
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as a murder of crows 

a red-tailed hawk 

trying to fly 

from a younger one . 

if you move the lever 

her heart beats 

the lung sacks 

are what differentiate them 

& the lighter , hollow 

feathers 
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cold & hunting the activity of stars again 
wants the curve of skin, 
same/thing of this time throughout 
exceeding previous borders . 

a bird flying a man 
save from the eave 
of the roof to the branch again, 

returning under infinite small wings 
categorizing silence . 

a rock in the head 
battles literal 
cartloads of reality, 
which arose of order 

swallows heaven's full-omitted bloom . 
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this lack of belief 
in believing 

the look of the lack of 
nostalgia . not safe 

declares the admission, I'm 
one of them . aims, feuds 

the middle of a gun 
aiming fire . 

not sublime or ridiculous 
theft forced to partake 

witnessing 
up close to the head . 

not deceit 
nor weaponry 

forced to partake 
of a hostage . she 

's cut in half 
the hacksaw divides her, 

surprised that it's morning, 

the history of night 
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recognition folds upon wavering 
escapes a sense of retention, 
archived & rearchived 
the idea comes 
from the shore . 

what of the notion 
if 
my mother seeks me 
i seek to 
constantly find her . 

sew a symbol 
see a boat, 
selling the course of things 
the sea escapes to . 

a form 
of silence 
prefiguring 
an office of weeds, 

an ardor of skin 
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neuralgia passes for something certain, 
a plate or gash in the head . 
relationships are 
human thoughts, the heart 
of the brain, bulk of the hand . 

I was sometime walking, 
taking up my bow 
secretly again . 

clumsy dream 
at the start of another 
round day, 

moves against 

clumsy waters 
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0 isolationist city, you come to me on black strings 

from dark ground, you pipe in fresh sound 

from the source above me . ghost with physicality , 

envy of chamber, lit: the jacaranda is all you speak . 

I wake to the sound beneath the chin, 

the flash of lightning, smoke of empty thunder . 

illusion of illusionist's dream, see the backdrop project 

the souvenir called Home , called Verbalizing Fountain . 

listen to the even swing of resonant beating, 

constant tone of clamor, consistent bad dream. 

0 everything I said more dying suns' moons' fixed blush of 

indignation 's 4th wall, hyperbole, enhancement 

detachment , suspending the turn to go, continuing 
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as if 

it were enough 

bougainvillea trails the fence 

and disguises home . 

were it, 

muscle, tense or 

failure of the body's sweep

ing gesture . not 

the fingerprint tip 

tip salt aroma, watery 

taste of skin . 

were it not enough 

told wisteria's hanging garden . 
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a bend at the wood of migration 

the question of the end of each day 

reptilian in number, the voice of the /,and 

more than the /,ang;uage of God, 

the soliloquy of water 
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Peter Gizzi 

Zero Elegy 

It is a question at the center 

and the figure who can ask. 

Become full. Divest 

until water break. Look 

at the tree. Disporting 

in an unfamiliar precinct . 

Steps from the house 

lead to an empty mine 

where children hold tea service. 

A tiny cup and toy saucer. 

In the codes we use 

a= a: /no/ is /no/ . 

Find yourself surrounded. 

A happy fate. 

An object that has vanished 

from memory 

is the question at the center 

and can a figure ask in daily usage? 
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Also the word patria 

exists. All the while birds 

call singly. 

A stylus and a pearl. 

The whine of engines 

penetrates a tabloid 

where a man leads children 

through a field of corn . 

The children are filthy 

as the children follow. 

The man is immaculate . 

A story is installed. 

It is a question at the center 

and the figure who can ask? 

The parable of the rich man 

is a parable of the body . 

The King's Two Bodies. 

A body multiple . 

An electric body 

and a ward of the state. 
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In the codes we use 

it does not pronounce itself. 

It thought a garden 

would open on a garden. 

The object memory 

vanishes, ruins motion 

with blows from oo. 

Led by flowers divided 

equally divided betwixt 

Necessity and Approval. 

In the circuit of this system 

a question is passed 

from mother to tongue 

from sword to son. 

It is a question at the center 

and the figure who can ask. 

No luscious meadow 

is the rending 

of a house of doctrine 

but a fierce indictment of 
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'your kings.' 

A metonymic image 

that launches ships. 

A displaced image 

in a sculptural face. 

While the fruits of listless 

eyes and simple grass 

can depict ruin 

in all its aspects. 

An Emblem of attention 

between image and absence 

it's the "all clear" 

at the end of the Gift. 

It is a figure in the center 

and a question is asked 

to arrive at this end . . . 

We are still children? 

Beanstalk, piece of straw 

wizened into starlight, into gas. 

0 image launched 
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that disturbs our slumber . 

There is no possibility here 

of the involved question of tyranny . 

All the while birds call 

singly. The word patria 

exists also in daily usage 

lighting bushfires that 

are campfi res 

all over the land. 

These tales we find amuse 

the dramatic expression 

of exausted testimony 

I saw you making eyes 

awake or asleep. Who spoke 

for the executed sheltered 

in this house. 

It is a question at the center? 

And the figure who can ask 

one word . Sheltered 

in this house. A comprehensive 
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landscape. Look at the tree. 

Find yourself surrounded. 

The pale argent 

of the word is the same 

in all regions of stars. 

There is room enough 

for the figure who can ask, 

distilling the shape of words 

and their straying comrades. 

It is a question at the center 

and the performance of speech. 

Wants nothing. The words 

are the words of a poem. 

Saying nothing. Are pledging 

one another. A voice arrives 

and the arched sky 

an empty sky behind them. 

The accounts vaty 

as one who sees visions 

in a cup. One is seated 
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on a couch in lamentation . 

An anonymous one has feasted 

to abundant refreshment 

in the circuit 

of this system. 

Things seen in the glass 

but nothing permanent . 

The electric body 

pledging itself. 

A happy fate. 
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Anne Waldman 

from: IOVIS2 

Cosmology: within the mind of the sleeping god 

kaminikayakantare 
kucaparvatadurgame 

ma samcara manahpantha 
tatraste smarataskarah 

-Bhartrihari 

The poet starts her assignment of "cosmology" with the Buddhist notion of 
birth being just one link in an ongoing chain of karmic events. She has found 
the opening lines of her canto in a notebook kept in Vienna around her birthday 
in April which also celebrated Easter. She continues her study of the great Yugas 
- ages - based on Hindu philosophy and turns to a version of existence that is 
flowing, dynamic, nothing static. Everything origi,nates, grows, tfecays, van
ishes then returns. She studies the primordial symbols of this dynamism and sees 
links to other cultures. The eagle belongs to Zeus, Serpents attend the goddess 
Hera, Zeus' consort, Mother Earth. In Homer's Iliad an eagle appears to the 
Greek heroes one day during the siege of Troy. The bird is observed slowly 
soaring in the sky and bears in its talons a bleeding snake. Sun force against the 
liquid energi,es of the natural waters. The creator is poet, sleeper. Dear friend, 
companera-poet lies in induced coma in Intensive Care as this is written. She 
sleeps as creator Vishnu does, coiled in on himself, surrounded by royal snakes, 
intravenous tubes, wires, a veritable tribe of nagas. Snakes are feminine 
principle, nourishing. The bird is patriarch, sky bound. Who pecks at the 
earthlings. This cosmology borrows from the Hindu, from the Jain, of destruc
tion & rebirth time after time, the play of opposites that are merely manifesta
tions - reincarnations of the next form around. The Jaina speaks of the 
indissolubility of matter, it is a dark view. Which would you prefer here? That 
we may completely start over or carry the burtlen of matter lifetime to lifetime? 
What her friend has suffered sounds like a stroke, aneurism, something sudden 
and spasmodic. They keep her on intravenous morphine so that she lies still The 
doctors aren't tel!ingwhat they know. People are keepingvigi,l, praying, sending 
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the mantras her way. She is writer of depth, of intricacy whose words sing in 
my ear. If I could but wander through her body as the holy man Markandeya 
did in god Vishnu s, an aimless pilgrim, contemplating the interior landscape, 
the holy spots and shrines through the countries of her body ( meditating on the 
junctures of energy which produced her sacred writing), perhaps I could help 
heal her sickness. I visualize her small stalled form in the dark hospital vast miles 
away. Markandeya was thousands of years old, alert of mind but an accident 
occurred when he slipped inadvertently out of the sleepers giant lip and dove 
headlong into the cosmic sea. What was his utterance out of the mouth of the 
body? We live on the edge, constantly, of a precarious unfathomable existence. 
She turns to the stars .. . 

the longest time in love with living 
to seem to be born 
a detail: her red dress 
a blue shoe 
earring the shape of a knife, 
a skull 
the longest object 
touched to 
core 
a liberty taken there 
co be 
free 
from things 
in love 
the sweetest joy 
urge to birth 
agam, agam 
one of the links of nidana chain 
(this written on 
napkin, Carlton Opera Hotel, 
heart of Wein) 

& for the quelling of desire 
no recourse 
say I won't I won't 
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say I wasn't, never never 
say I drew his/her face away from here 
say I dreamed his/her body likewise 
"likewise" 
say I moved, lost my body 
my breast, so sorry 
sorry, 
cunt 
moved 

sad maw 
arms tired 

rest 
eyes not seductive tonight 
legs do not tremble 

& yet you are born 
into inter-stellar space 

candle flickers 
your name nses 

into an arc 
you fax me here 
many miles away 
go away, name 

no, don't 
flicker of you, beloved 

phantom you 
fingers were cold stalks later 

gone numb 
awoke on fire 

I get up 
CNN describes the world 
but not my need of you 

not good enough 
Beograd for a drink 

lips pursed 
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drinking enemy Serb wine 
not lips to kiss 

a sober set-face woman 
hair needs washing 

I will not tell the rest 

power book at hand 
what have poets come to 

up to speed? 
I roar for you .. ... 

daguerreotype invades personality 
lift the curse of patriarchal hatred 
topmost greatness subtitled "a rental" 
Ixion embraces a cloud 
which is the god Jove 
(detail: in a museum) 

phenomena warmed up 
warmed over 
a trade, this for that 
deliberates the plex 
what kind 
under glory 
how calm 
the plexion woke with 
- did it? -
woke with rub of love 
did he her 
glory seize? 
she,she 
self, made up to 
& too, a cry or 
notable town croon 
weep entirely 
for barn nostalgia 
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cardinal, how color 
rides 
"nice blues -
get to keep the glass" 
excursions onto property 
a pathfinder 
chooses green 
naught but 
strife 
to walk 
& see 
chat is vision 
polychromed-eye 
poet 's eye 
grown shifty 
in bold sense 
rather close 
really closer by 
then sq uinc back 
lines drawn 
black now, 
up-ended 

blind, blind 
blind 
& bound, bind more 
so blinded 
blur not screen 
demur 
incur or trust 
but her 
blind 
is hard 

stave off her pain 
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these messages: 

expand 
may be free 
head 
tongue 
(of small one 
thinking 
he chatters lots) 

change the world 
I say 
the world-
those others - ha! 
toward 
generous 
action 

all that will matter 

gesture 
join 
throng-buzz 
somewhere 
to spin the wheel 

give up 
yes 
personal comfort & gain 
enter the stream 

ear-whispered 

on highways 
malls 
everyone gone on shopping 
siddhas abound 

to dear son-of-poem-issuance far away, 
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ka-dag 

the accomplishment of dressing up the world 
in poetry 

lusting for non-existence 
jnanadharmakaya beyond awake 

sidle up to art 
more real than 
what you just now indicate 

..... . . . sensed 

an earlier epoch of the world when husbands and wives were born as twins, 
had 64 ribs apiece and were two miles call ...... . 

sensed 

Vishnu sleeps, recumbent on the coils of Ananta, absorbed as if in a dream 
of the universe inside himself ..... 

sensed 

she sleeps, the poet gone into coma 
hooked up to machines in the hospital with a saint's name 

from the navel grows a lotus , bearing on its corolla Brahma, the four-faced 
demiurge creator 

she sleeps, coiled 
sensed out of time 

the great serpent bed of death & desire 

Vishnu's shoulders & head are protected by nine serpent heads with 
expanded hoods , 

like animal self of the anthropomorphic sleeper 
sensed 
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animal realm, coiled in on itself 
herself, sensed 

myself, bent 

paranoia co disturb the dream 
blood ranging 

bl c insensate 

she sleeps, locked in morphine dream, the doctors do it 

N ~ ed endless, Ananca, the serpent we rest upon 
all of us 

a world system at rest 
se sed up 

in ensed 

b fore the next fiery Yuga 

named The Remainder 

The Residue (sesa) 

rangmg 

As ~ gure representing the residue after the earth had been shaped out of the 
co mic waters of the abyss ... . she . . . 

D scent co earth of the Ganges ... . 

arriving as snake co strike the ground, fuck it 

s 
sinuous body of snake is represen ced as running down the back, curve of thigh 
N agas - naginis - door-guardians - dvara-palas 
lee no crash enter here talking trash not welcome here 
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Hustle, girl, hustle! 

no universe, only water and the starless night of the lifeless interval between 
dissolution & creation 

Vishnu sleeps 
the wounded poet sleeps 

blood poured forth her skull 
no sound issues forth her mouth 

see her: thin, dark 
see her: resting, healing upon the waters 

moving around inside herself creating new sounds for the end of the universe 
may she not die but live to prosper these forms 

what gets made: device for slaughter 
what gees made: ceremonial twist 
what gets made: a lase resort, a financial collapse 
what gees made: more things, toys, space stations, weaponry 

yantra = machine 

life & death yantras to keep the matter churning 
plasma churn 

sleep little one 
sleep, sleep 

where is her prana now? 

what's worth clinging co: the rise of the moon, it never set 
spoils of a long war 
texts that will tell the story but whispered here 

Vishnu, the creator, sleeps in a pool of water 

the elements wrestle with their shadows 
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shadow earth 
shadow air 
shadow fire 
water shadow 

not alone in this 

but shadow of sleep 

no , maybe dream 
she ... 

not a male god 
but conjures all the faces we have 

have in her 
Bernadette sleeps in a hospital 

swathed in the white bindings of the saint 
blood in the cerebellum 

morphed into sleep 

without dream 

the phantom syllables she would speak lie here 

a pillow of runes 
folded & twisted in on itself 

swaddled you could say 
white linen 
rise up , she-Lazarus 

cowgirl far from home 

or Indian, the darkest eyes you could mention 

what 's surely made: point of honor 
departure 
or 
not 
readying 
for the kill 
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another world woman 
another world system 

asleep upon the waters 
now rebound 

obscurum per obscurius 
ignotum per ignotious 

(the obscure by the more obscure 
the unknown by the more unknown) 

old alchemical trick, the measure retrograde 

she abides in the nursery of young stars 

which will someday be planets 

in a photographic survey of young stars in Orion, astronomers 
determined that at least half of them were surrounded by the raw material for 
phnetary formation . The material swirls about the stars in flattened disks of 
spreading dust, glowing .from the reflected light of stars all about the regi.on. 
Closer analysis reveals that the disks contain enough mass to produce Earth-size 
phnets. The abundance of these proto-phnetary disks in a cluster ofyoung stars, 
many of them less than 300,000 years old, shows the ingredients for making 
phnets exist around a significant .fraction of stars. Scientists say this reinforces 
the probability that many stars have phnetary systems. This discovery is one 
more important contribution to the accumuhting evidence that the Sun, one 
of countless stars, is not alone in having a retinue of orbiting bodies. In April, 
radio astronomers said new observations confirmed the existence of two and 
possibly three hrge phnets around a pulsar, the spinning remnant of an 
exploded star. The prospect that many other phnets could exist increases the 
chances that there is extraterrestrial life ... 

fluctuate: move like a wave 
pass to & fro 
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flux: copious flowing of blood, incoming tide 

serum: watery animal fluid 
corr. to Gk oros (flow) 

stellate: studded with stars she sleeps 

-translation of Bhamihari by Barbara Stoler Miller 
Let now your wanderer 's mind 
Roam in the forest of woman's form . 
There in the mountains of her bosom 
Lurks the robber Kama. 
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Cynthia Tedesco 

... Right Back After a Word ... 

. . . What have you done to gain knowledge 
of the disaster? ... 

-Maurice Blanchot 

DISASTER . . . DIS ASTER . . . all the asters are gone .. . colors 
faded ... one fragrance removed from the air .. . one scent removed 
from life ... 

the universal grieving ... the only comprehension common to all ... 
DISASTER ... the ABSENCE that takes life ... DISASTER ... the 
mirror in which we no longer recognize ourselves or each other ... we 
become OTHER 

therefore unrecognizable . .. prey or hunter ... hunter or prey? is 
DISASTER anything other than Void? .. . ABSENCE that replaces 
substance with VOID-ABSENCE . .. who can fathom DISASTER . .. it 
can't be cognated by MIND ... mind is matter & DISASTER has 
transcended the decency of the material world .. . 

DISASTER ... one reacts personally= singularly= engrossed ... we 
listen to stories of DISASTERS as if by auditory vibrations we can build 
a wall of protection ... vibrations of magic ... therefore music . .. a 
fortress of musical scales . . . weeping spheres ... the sobs of the 7 
heavens ... music .. . tear by tear ... note by note ... BEAUTY ... 

the theft of BEAUTY = today's discontinuity due to the SPONSOR 
discontinuity caused by T.V. SPONSOR= CORPORATE AMERICA yet 
BEAUTY does exist independently of corporations of sponsors it's the 
exception in our lives ... a value ... a moral value 

BEAUTY as the HOLY as THE OTHER 
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ORDER or the orderly as BEAUTY or the ENEMY is totally politicized 
by attempts to equate ORDER or orderliness or FORM with EVIL or 
TOTALITARIAN "systems" ... concepts of systems are equated with 
paradigms thus with WORLD VIEWS 

today we speak of WORLD VIEW as one spoke yesterday of one's 
religion and background ... a simple attempt to create order i.e. 
situations & people ... THE NEED TO NAME 

this tremendous desire to see in our MILLENNIAL TIMES something 
NEW is a false priority .. . what can be new at the END? kindness .. . 
appreciation oflife-held & had ... the SACREDNESS OF LIFE ... & 
a meticulous PATIENCE to go over the PAST= MEMORY= MUSE 

written language is potentially far more revealing ... more intimate 
than the SUBSTANCE OF SPOKEN LANGUAGE & LESS REVEALING 
THAN THE QUALITIES OF VOICE ITSELF 

what are the supersegmentals of ARTICULATION ? = pitch ... volume 
. . . intonation .. . inflection .. . what is HEARD even as in a foreign 
language is EMOTIONALLY more revealing in VOICE than in written 
language ... we have to work much harder in writing to create the 
EMOTIVE aspects of communication ... 
HOWEVER ... 
daily conversation is more guarded & self-protective .. . more 
manipulative & less self-revealing than the written word in 
SUBSTANCE= JOURNALS= DIARIES . . . the previous use ofletter
writing & the current popularity of Creative Writing Programs is sheer 
human need TO TELL ... TO NAME . . . THE TRUTH .. . one's own 
truth & it is most easily done in WRITTEN FORM 

like a diary . .. every good journal . .. literary . .. academic is 
HERMETICALLY SEALED today ... specific to a particular initiated 
group . .. A LETTER to a fellow ALCHEMIST ... every journal speaks 
to a SECRET SOCIETY in a global economy . .. the quotidian today 
remains the sensory & is exclusive of specific languages .. . we speak 
& write in secret code directed to our own society made up of 
new tribes 
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the rise of answering machines stem from a need to formalize . .. 
control .. . hide the tremendous revelatory exposure of one's BEING & 
STATE through the supersegmentals of articulation .. . the human need 
for privacy 

a whole body of MYSTICS forgotten in the TOME (TOMB) of 
university priorities ... the existence of the auto -didactic driven by 
CORRESPONDENCES & SYNCHRONICITY . .. THE OTHER AS 
SPIRIT . .. CHARISM . .. VITAL ELAN . . . GOD 

the death of conversation-dialogue has created the death of STORY ... 
without family structures . . . breakfast . . . lunch ... dinner together 
. .. all linked by language taking place in the present about the past & 
future ... there is no revelation possible ... gone supersegmentals of 
voice ... gone substance of language itself .. . without FAMILY how 
then to pass on a body of intimacies regarding the quotidian .. . THE 
EXTRA . . . ORDINARY by which family survives? . . . THE DEATH OF 
FAMILY is the death of STORY due to the DEATH OF TIME due to 

"WE'LL BE RIGHT BACK AFTER A WORD FROM OUR SPONSOR " 
... no one comes back . . . no one at all . . . THE SPONSOR= 
ABANDONMENT ... AMERICA IS THE LAND OF ORPHANS ... 

the death of the REFERENT-REVERENT in much current poetry is the 
most fierce guard-dog at the gate of cognition . . . it forgets the next 
generation ... those coming after us . .. so many despair that no one is 
coming . .. there is no NEXT ... 

we have been orphaned by CORPORATE AMERICA .. . by GLOBAL 
ECONOMIES ... by the 2-INCOME FAMILY . . . by YUPPIES .. . by 
DIN CS ... by the highway ... by the freeway . . . by all the escape 
routes from intimacy to THE JOB ... the sacredness of THE JOB . . . 
our PURITAN WORK ETHIC has destroyed itself . . . where are the 
jobs? few of us do real work anymore .. . we are the REPLACED .. . 
replaced by the computer ... by the microwave oven ... by neglect of 
our urban infrastructure ... by the nursing home ... by the hospice ... 
by credit card & spend TIME to DOCUMENT TO PREVENT 
LITIGATION & TO LITIGATE ... we are dispossessed of family & 
purpose in the community . . . caused by THE SPONSOR . .. "WE'LL 
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BERIGHTBACKAFTERA WORD A WORD A WORD A WORD A 
WORD A WORD A WORD A WORD A WORD ... what word? 

THE ECOLOGY OF CONSUMPTION .. . THE RELIGION OF 
CONSUMPTION ... THE FAILURE OF FREE ENTERPRISE . . . THE 
DESTRUCTION OF THE WORD FREE BEFORE ENTERPRISE 

free to join the GLOBAL DIASPORA connected by what THE 
SPONSOR gives us in the TELEPHONE= "YOUR TRUE VOICE" that 
which has become a form of AFFECTNE PRAYER to the SPONSOR for 
permitting us the gift of the supersegmentals of speech ... for once ... 
not hermetically sealed ... not cryptic ... except we are NOT 
PRESENT TO EACH OTHER thus we reserve a way of conserving 
meaning to the crypts within it ... the recesses where inside is out & 
thus cannot be brought out ... secrets remain secrets remain secret 
effects ... 

it does make a difference TO WRITE-ACT OR NOT TO WRITE-ACT! 
not to write is to admit to DEATH IN LIFE ... to ignore the victims of 
holocausts throughout the globe & all through history ... it is a life of 
DYING NOT OF LIVING = THE SECULARIZATION OF 
DETACHMENT= INDIFFERENCE 

POST-HOLOCAUST DISASTER= THE TOWER OF BABEL 
REBUILT= THE LIVING ON OF DISASTER FOR IT IS HISTORY & 
HISTORY MUST REPEAT ITS DISASTERS 

SECULAR DETACHMENT= absence of time= the interval between no 
longer & not yet = "A WORD FROM OUR SPONSOR" ... 

the sponsor has no MEMORY . .. has no FUTURE= THE ECONOMY 
0 F NOW = $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
the DISASTER for us is the SPONSOR= CORPORATIONS who by 
denying memory ... denying history ... denying responsibiliry ... 
create a frantic & cryptic artificiality .. . A GOLEM ... toward "THE 
NEW" .. . THIS IS THE SELL-OUT OF HUMANITY 

TODAY'S DISASTER= DISRUPTION = CAESURA= THE INTER
RUPTION OF THE SPONSOR ... "WE'LL BE RIGHT BACK ... " the 
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WORD from the SPONSOR ... as if in Genesis' "THE WORD" .. . 
appropriation by SOCIO PATHOLOGY ... DIS ORIENTATION of 
humanity by corporation ... IN CORPORATION . .. 
INTERNATIONAL CONGLOMERATION ... who are we? 

the spread of the corporation is DISASTER .. . A GLOBAL DISASTER & 
A HOLOCAUST OF THE FUTURE ... 

APOCALYPTIC ... it is the GLOBAL IMPERIALISM OF 
CORPORATION= THE SPONSOR= DISASTER= THE 
MULTIPLICATION .. . THE LOGORHYTHMICS OF EVIL 

THE LOGO RHYTHMICS OF EVIL= the DIS RUPTION OF THE 
SOLITARY TO THE MULTIPLE OUTSIDE . .. the sacrifice of the 
family ... the individual . . . the community now socialized to the 
needs of THE SPONSOR 

DISASTER de SCRIBES ... the scribe lives with armed camps of 
separate poetics & endless justifications for the same= the death of 
poetry= a millennial dying whereby THE SPONSOR'S promises of 
"THE GOOD LIFE" are believed and its paradigms imitated 

POWER TRIES TO MAKE DYSFUNCTION FUNCTION POWER
LESS-NESS IS ALWAYS DERAILED & THE GRANDEUR OF 
GENTLENESS IGNORED 

IF WE THRUST THE GAME A WAY WE HA VE ALREADY 
ENTERED THE GAME 

the DISASTER gratifies by arrival ... the SPONSOR gratifies by 
purchase . . . thus in the economy of economies that which purchases 
... loses but is relieved to be able to name the loss 

the QUOTIDIAN is the DOMESTIC LIFE ... THE HOUSEHOLDER 
... the making of space where reverie is possible ... DISASTER 
devastates even possibility of reverie . . . a small narrow room where 
study . .. reading ... writing & prayer can take place in the glow of a 
candle is replaced by the long narrow room of interrogation ... privacy 
pirated away by DISASTER ... in a disaster it is the QUOTIDIAN & 
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THE (NOW) GRANDIOSITY OF DOMESTIC LIFE ... the riches of 
children ... our spouses . . . elderly parents ... siblings ... the 
extended family .. . our friends ... neighbors ... one 's pets ... the 
favorite meal . .. the smell of clean damp laundry . .. the steam of 
cooking pasta on one 's face ... the demanding call of the teapot ... 
NOW PRECIOUS 

in the APOCALYPSE we will come to TREASURE THE BEGGAR .. . 
THE HOMELESS . .. THE GRAFFITI ... THE TRAFFIC JAMS ... THE 
BILLS TO BE PAID ... ALL WE CURSE NOW ... 

but that time has not come ... in the coming ... between THE 
HOLOCAUST & THE APOCALYPSE ... the time we call NOW ... let 
us work hard NOT to create more movements . .. another group .. . 
one more religion ... a proliferation of ISMS ... rather a 
CONSERVING ... an ecological treasuring of existence before it 
exits .. . 

WE HAVE COME TO LOOK NOT TO BUY! THE COMMERCIAL 
INTERRUPTION OF THE SPONSOR IS FUTILITY ... A LIE ... FOR 
WHAT CAN BE BOUGHT? 

the SPONSOR as commercial interruption has comprehended a 
SYNAPTIC GLITCH of our reality ... indeed our brain waves are not 
even .. . rather we are . .. NEUROLOGICALLY UNEVEN ... we are 
FRAGMENTED NATURALLY ... something THE SPONSOR knew 
long before NEUROLOGISTS did ... 

the silent rupture of the FRAGMENTARY . .. this line __ one line 
__ a fragment in itself is the essence of today 's LIFE ... a silent 
rupture . .. because we Americans are silent .. . Michael Moore 's 
"Roger & Me" & "T.V. Nation " have done more for the education of 
Americans than all universities combined . .. his is the only voice to 
reach the "SILENT MAJORITY" . .. 

silence ruptures ... silence is rupture . . . silence erodes the relationship 
of individuals & nations ... all beings experience anger ... anger 
repressed by silence ... silence as repression is oppression ... to repair 
the rupture of the fragmentary requires a vigilance ... a maintenance 
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that sturdier systems do not ... this is not pejorative of the fragment 
.. . we must treasure the fragment! it is pejorative of the silence that 
ruptures . . . SILENCE IS A DISASTER ... a rent in the fabric of a 
heterogeneou s society . . . so many patterns . . . so many hidden knots 
to keep tied ... the different skeins ... weights .. . dye lots . .. the 
fragment as art ... CIVILIZATION AS ART .. . THE CITY AS ART . .. 
where is our REVERENCE? .. . how can we disdain the fragmentary 
creation that is ourselves? ... the universe? 

THE SPONSOR is buying up all the fragments & neatly stacking them 
in metal containers . . . sea voyagers . . . voyages of flight . . . the 
fragments travel to the most lucrative destinations . .. ignorant of the 
uses of space ... the SPONSOR leaves no air .. . no breath ... no life 
for the fragments .. . 

this compression creates a solid block of unrecognizable value ... 
discernible only by microscope or telescope . .. never by human eyes 
. .. creating silence . .. for what cannot be seen . . . apprehended . .. 
understood ... cannot be commented on .. . thus silence . .. 

it is important to TH E SPONSOR that what is on a "HUMAN SCALE & 
SCOPE" be eliminated ... this elimin ation of proportion is DISASTER 

.. . the fragment has its own integrity ... working-class-ari stocracy ... 
undefinable ... unique .. . it is all of us though never middle of the 
road . . . rarely dull ... 

CORPORATION IS IMPERIALISM IS FASCISM . .. INTERNATIONAL 
CORPORATIONS are the economic colonizations of the fragment .. . 
high in profit ... the transmitted wealth of a people no longer family or 
tribe or community or nation .. . appropriation of the fragment as the 
COMMERCIAL ADVERTISEMENT ... ECONOMIC PROPAGANDA 
... ECONOMIC BRAINWASHING .. . 

THE CORPORATION has become the vehicle of transmission .. . the 
shareholders the excuse for unspeakable acts of economic violence that 
inevitably becomes crime = war . .. be it guns or drugs .. . let us not 
forget China's Opium Wars & potential parallels to SELF 
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we can look to HIERONYMUS BOSCH .. . to the language of 
MYSTICS . . . to the prophetic .. . apocalyptic millennial visions ... the 
future is here & we have become automatons ... the GOLEMS of the 
corporate paradigm ... we can look to de Chardin .. . we CAN escape 
de-evolution & evolve toward the OMEGA POINT out of Bosch's 
garden ... out of THE TECHNOLOGICAL MAZE and the take-over by 
the buzz-phrase . .. INFORMATION AGE . . . whose information? . .. 
what are your numbers? 

. . . THE DISASTER is in no way to be minimized by A DISASTER now 
taking place . .. A DISASTER does not appropriate THE DISASTER ... 
the enormity . . . but must appropriate the LANGUAGE & THE 
LANGUAGE OF DISASTER must be used again & again & again ... 
for DISASTER has been before ... by historical definition will be again 
... will repeat 

it is up to each generation to pass on the means of forestalling ... 
holding at bay the inevitable as long as possible ... indeed perhaps for 
all eternity this forestalling is to be allowed us .. . 

we must as a culture turn away from the search for ETERNAL YOUTH 
= the promise of THE SPONSOR & search instead for the ETERNAL 
itself ... it is not the NEW that our myriad of poetics requires & our 
poetics is our statement of LIFE ... but the reverence of THE 
MOTHER ... as a nation of orphans we must find our parents if ever 
we are to be made whole-HOLY . .. Scripture states . .. "Honor thy 
mother & thy father" ... we must find ... search for our roots if ever 
we are to go on as a planet ... to forestall the repetition of 
DISASTER . .. 

these roots are in the quotidian ... "THE WAY OF LIFE"= 
CONVERSATION= TIME= A LEISURE as the result of an established 
order & pattern to a day ... the conversation is OUR FATHER ... for 
in the beginning was THE WORD .. . the order is OUR MOTHER ... 
WISDOM who danced before HIM . .. order as rhythm as the dancing 
of life ... without conversation ... without dancing . .. what is life? 
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Phillip Foss 

Ideate: The Anachronists 

Whose artifice is exchange, dice 

because I was north of human . 
-Jean Oaive 

to the chess of randomized understanding : 

here, reassimilation of semen; 
there, architecture of word . 

Fabricant s of false chromatics - not even usage 
of reflection - merely countenance cast as if viable, 

a refuse like stubble to be forgotten , 
though offspring of equal nurturing . 

Then no factor which can lend 
the inarticulate benign countenance : 

shake the stores of the race and, spilled, 
no numerology claiming codices 

is unshackled : limb and tongue, 
sweet heart and gravel mind flipped in a fornication . 

There is nothing of you to fear, 
but your inability to think. I dread: 

Every door closes eyes you feign falling 
to lie near that which turns you over. 

Beautiful exhalation: 
spume of insensate crimson 
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as the horizon is tilted askew 
to permit the mind its leisure stupor. 

Always to reconcile misgivings of the act 
of polite collapse; 

as the hat wavers 
on the head in a certain 

breeze, so the idea cants 
upon a plane that yaws toward no shore. 

Severance is always the ideaic mainstay, noose 
or host to heaven, garden 

eaten by ghosts, each guttural proclamation 
affixed to ideation. 

Or, the way the past is burned 
through its soliloquizing relics 

to permit raking the then exposed sand 
into an iconography 

of trade winds 
where one can barter with the remainder. 

While the other somnambulant hand 
strokes the flame 

only for heat 
stupefied by the loving lapse of duration . 

A wall which gaped and shut metronomically, theater, 
encyclopedia, transpiration of carrion . Such applause. 

The resonance you found in your head. Wall 
of radiant fog. In whose sleep? 
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Skeletal branches indicating assent. Wall 
of cloud grating across ice. Such pasturage. 

Is this night mendicant, mercenary. Ovum. 
Stylus of perception in retrograde. The vertiginous 

cliff refrains to fog. Illusion of sun - scalp aflame. In humor. 
Gall. Flame intensified wood? The season falling 

down. As snow? Reticent wall. Spirit collapsing into soil, 
grudgingly , like a wall. 

There was a forest beyond. 

We had gathered to exchange stones, 
trilobites, presumably bereft of wings 

- as of dragonflies. 

Salvation? Seduction? Then concede 
to brilliant aversion, 

the harpsichord a flagellant's cipher, 
as anders index ascension into vocabularies of sensation . 

Perhaps to evade wind we must become unstable elements, waters. 

Transparent, air winnowed by light. In severing is allotted 
the jurisdictions of manner and ill. 

We are cautioned against embracing 
the iconography of stroke 

or lexicon of into xication : versions of flame. A slight limp 
which subsides to singing. 

Are there brief passages through this dissonance 
which are resplendent: 
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triangulated whimpering which isolates the victim 
from the cacophony of the mountainside . Reticence of black light; 

subsequent mutation: Inevitable collapse 
of edifices of goodbye: 

A sympathetic magic which replicates the process of walking 
backward in one's own tracks to arrive blindly upon white space. 

This you cannot balance 
through the skillful rendering 

of a peasant poling his boat through mist . 
Nothing to leak: 

a glass beaker full of water 
submerged in a pond. 

What projectile? The unseen end 
of the spectrum. Unheard octave. 

Then there is nothing 
to drink? 

But the calligraphy of scars is not soluble: 
certainly an appropriate music; 

the condition of the sky; adequate munitions; text 
which responds to touch. 

Perhaps a reoccurring image: ideally green sea; 
more often, an old man 

collapsing on a mirror of ice. 
There are boundaries here: the left hand 

addresses the silences in the music; 
the right hand addresses the absences 
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in the face: 
an adequate measurement for ovation. 

For caste of debauched. Concubines of nothing. 
Courtesans of seizure bearing the imaginal 

like a brand: tree 
mutates to beast, mirage, cleansing flame. Premise: 

Body odor of lilac. Premise: 
Carnal knowledge of eternal life. Petit mal. Black intoxication: white 

goddess. The amanitas are walking . 
Blood spore, the name of the nictitating membrane of the soul, 

or merely perennial servitude as the ventriloquist of animals? 
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Ideate: The Aviator's Succubus 

Then with what ease one wakes 
dead, or rising through falling 
snow or tributaries of descent, 
the great updraft of breath 
parachuting provisions 
toward an uninhabited sea? 

The world breeds cacophony: White/snow: 
viscous silence: storm 
which lowers the death-decibel 
to the bow' s resin, curd all blood . 

She is the parachute: white /,abyrinth melting into filigree of star. 

Her face is disassembled, and removed 
to my lap, implied by anonymity ; 
or the way I sense 
I fall through my mouth. 

Without navigation , flight is subversion 
of consciousness, micaceous 
stone plummeting 
through night , your mouth open . 

Then, by not focusing, you could know 
that it was light you glimpsed 
flowing in the dry river bed. 

Or other aberration, misnomer: comic, 
journalism chronicling 
worlds fragmenting into meaning. 

Your helmet of isolation, 
urn of mirrored glass: mere parade 
of semblances beckoning. 
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You are in the quadrant of beasts. 

Your azimuth is a spiral chipped into a batholith. 

You hold no residence in any zodiac . 

Before, you succumbed to body appetite 
- now you battle 
the cart of dreams as it descends 
the stairs disguised as her. 

Who recites the articles of orgasm : Embrace 
the seizure of vertigo as a moth 
does darkness . 

• 

I confess that each act in question was performed in good faith: 
the removal of the stone from her liver; 
the extraction of brunette water from her astigmatic eyes; 
the redistribution of her vertebra to aid telemetry . .. 

these were the obvious replication of ideas. 

That she became baritone, 
her teeth fragile; 
that she craved game , 
that she could fee/north .. . 
these were merely accretions, 
live mussels on lava. 

She was no different. 

My intention was to create a non-magnetic compass . 

My intention was to magnetically remove all iron from her body . 
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My intention was to preserve her voice 
in a glass jar so that in peering through convexity 
the world would stretch or achieve tonality. 

After all, what is the true distinction 
between a body and a landscape? 
What is the correction transmutation of a voice? 

What even is the correct use for hair? 
Thread to reconnect the severed torso to the legs? 

To these I confess, but as, only superficially, 
the perfect translation of intent, 
because there is no metaphorical narwhale 
in any story, no saddle, whip, 
only the succubus, her stirrups invaginating the feet 
as they metronome the buck, bereft of body, 
bereft of destination, 
spurs peering backward as if hindsight 
could induce momentum, 
perhaps even arrival. 
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Kristin Prevallet 

Vertigo Soleil 

1. 

When silence overtakes and we do 
what madness could only accomplish 

victory is too absolute for the weak 
at heart we are all we are 

and can be, flaming with anger 
now that we have been convinced 

that words mean nothing, go no place 
worth going, no where how to speak of 

the burning of the houses that went up 
spit fire and red the day the town fell down 

dead with the present inquisition of who are you 
and what part did you play in the revolution? 

Tick-talk the time away 
we can 't drift to shore with our hands 

still clutching the rails, still sleeping 
we grab hold of whatever solid remains 

in this night of nights. 
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2. 

She called for a temporary fade to black. During the interval, another voice 

inquired why, "her words fade into silence and seems that she has fainted," 

until a sigh brings her back to life, from the other end of the theater, at the 

entrance of the great hall, just before the gate that opens into the museum. 

She was sitting there, leaning heavily on one arm, head tilted but only 

slightly bent, her eyes fixated straight ahead, and another, entering the 

salon, might wonder, "where is she now?" On a temporary sojourn into the 

land of the dead, the gravestone is an empty hole, and the words that mark 

it are equally meaningless. If the river was a temptation, then the fastest way 

to get there is always to becomethewater, especially when the act of jumping 

is a lie, a fact made-up when to "retreat" means to go backwards in time. 

The only direction she knew of, wandering in and out, refusing commit

ment to the here and momentary when the question "where are you now?" 

is unbearable. To wander is a refusal to live, faithless drifter, losing the 

signs, the furious sights that are so common and yet always unfamiliar. 

Water to sun and the life-line levels out again, attached to the solar machine 

that can make us all luminescent and glowing, happy because the image 

projected is so much prettier than we are, lifted, for a moment on the 

screen, immanent. What comes through you is the ghost that you always 

wanted to be, facial reconnaissance is blurred, the image is indecipherable, 

and then, when the lever that is bliss that is a switch that turns you on and 

off is lifted and pulled down and you thinking yourselflovely, vanish . And 

the voice of her death-song that had temporarily left her, like any call from 

the other side of the grave, decides at the moment the screen goes black, to 

wake up. 
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3. 

The steady shadow 
among the many moving around it 

is a priest handing out prayers wrapped in cakes 
sneaking a blessing on any takers 

even if there are none, and the crowd 
keeps walking without noticing 

their heads are bent, mourning 
what they do not know 

but this, that the other side 
has met many unprepared 

too exhausted with pain and language 
to notice that another may soon 

enter where before no one dared 
and commence. 
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4. 

A bomb has fallen 
( a tree lost one circle, a hundred years wasted on who will be born and who 

will die, all of us, before our time, will be deceived, once) 

and we are left to wonder 

(why does the moon sink, why is the sky blue, why is that called red and 

where did it come from, spilled on the floor?) 

before the fall 

(stars shot sideways in black, wish upon it, whissh, whissh, a direct hit to 

the shed, and from up here how could I know that one wish leaves one 

hundred dead in their tracks?) 

"where are you now" 

(here below, praying, there above looking down, my house, my wife from 

the dead you are still beautiful) 

and can you be certain that the sleepers will not be the victims of that swift 

descent? 
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5. 

How mighty has she fallen 
tree-necked and crashing 

to the ground 
sacred spotted animal 

pistol-bound to the throat 
two-directional hit 

one up, one down 
when red is a fountain 

gushing forth now uncontained 
the twinned-horned prince collapses 

standing to the end 
yet falters, falling 

felled and left there 
buzzard-beckon er 

hailing the end 
of the world. 
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6. 

The fleeting images are all taken in but the bloodiest remain behind and 

become the memories she will always turn to when the impulse to self

destruct moves in as the river floods and slowly overtakes. Piling up, it does 

not matter what the words mean but who was killed today, and was it 

bloody and useless, or was it for a cause. And if there is no reason, the 

temptation becomes deeper, and if since there are no words to describe the 

fall, who will take the knife and slash the rocks with gashes deeper than any 

tombstone engraving? Or to ignore the mind's pounding and just become 

the water, cell-structure liquidy and warm, that fountain that rises up to 

drain the life from the stones, that covers the slash marks, once and for all, 

that obliterates the evidence of an anger that exists on the beach , in the 

rocks, out where language could never reach. The fall is not from heaven 

but from the body to the floor which is not ground enough to support the 

weight. Through and through this breaking apart and cracking open is 

what she remembers best, the spotted skin broken and gushing, and then 

she was no longer at the movies, but staring at her own hands , bone into 

bone, that in her mind was the image which brought her closest to love. 
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7. 

Stones tossed against a horizon 
hand to hand along a long line 

up to the house 
not yet built but soon 

in slow labor 
the hinges of the door 

opens and God 
steps in to repossess 

the building. 
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8. 

"Somewhere" we might find ourselves "here" in love again 

"I was" but not now "born" and how far back to "somewhere" 

do you go, redwood-rings "here" that tell the time, spinning 

"I die" in ringlets of centuries through whose wars have you "only" 

survived and how many more in "a moment" can we endure 

"for you" the spinning ceases 

"took" beware of stopping 

"you" are pardoned in death 

" " no beware of you " . )) notice 

beware that all you are and hope to be will not be happening right now 

"and you took no notice" if it will ever happen again. 
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9. 

See the heron that whether flying rightside up 
or upside down still looks the same 

paper floating high into the air 
with the morning news 

not heavy enough 
to tilt the boards 

to bomb the house 
but there the bird refuses 

to commit , and remains 
upside or downside 

unread anyway. 
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10. 

The war is happening all around her as "small fragments" which she can 

reassemble in a box, because it is easier to carry and lift, easier to get down. 

So far away the wars are anyway, not here and now but behind the screen, 

flat and square that goes back in time forever, even ifit doesn't. Yet being 

a believer she said "I knew the war well" and its splinters are "enshrined" 

right here, in my side, in "the everyday" and there are many that have 

broken off, "mirrors" in that great corridor of kings. "Construct" is the 

word of the day, "memory" is its demise because the answer when she gets 

there in front of the picture, which is herself, but in the past, is that the war 

is real because it is "horrible" and see it she might but never see it at all 

always as it is "with another name, another face." Every image of "horror" 

becomes a dream she cannot get rid of and sees every night: goat-women 

sliding down poles, skin-masks not hiding torn and haggard eyes that are 

filmy and coated with soot and filth. The evil queen hides the needle and 

it is gone from the hay, broken in her eye. 
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11. 

Horses blink on the carousel 
big-eyed lookers but look away 

because the fear that is the real 
eye to the heart 

is looking back and is 
"watching " from the inside out. 

Know the faces you meet 
know you are afraid but don't realize 

that the moment of fear 
is the moment to attack 

from behind or within 
pistol or knife 

"the fear is all over your face" 
big as a horse's eye 

and it's ugly. 
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12. 

If "the willow sees" then looking upward it sees only "the heron's image" 

but "upside down." How do we look at each other being that our eyes only 

grope in fear of contact and from that impression we deduce all we will ever 

know, I to You and You to I, upside down? Or is it only that the partition 

that divides us may have been the lie that brought us together? "Aerial 

reconnaissance" is the meeting of minds in air that is not heavy, but is thick. 

Glass is air, and planes have one option and that is to descend, hell-bent in 

their fall, because the destruction they bring is never felt by the destroyers, 

but rather by those who are already grieving losses they were hardly aware 

they misplaced . The point ofincision, the metal tubes, the suture of strips, 

all linked together as one tight mass of flesh upon image and screen upon 

mind. This is what makes the human so unbearable in a world where 

everyone is the ghost they always wanted to be. And if the projector fails, 

do not mourn the wicked at heart but remember that "He is dead and gone" 

and there is no answer to the final question, "where are you now, 

Madeline?" 

Some of the quotes in this poem are from Alfred Hitchcock's Vertigo and Chris 
Marker 's Sans Soleil 
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Peter Connor 

Inner Experience and the Refusal of Form 

Without the love of form, I would perhaps 
have been a great mystic. 

-Gustave Flaubert, to Louise Colet, 
December 1852. 

What is "inner experience"? To ask this question, as crucial and 
inevitable as it might seem in the interests of a full understanding of 
Georges Bataille' s thought, is perhaps to demand ofBataille, or of his book, 
L 'Experience interieure, or even of his reuvre, something that he, or it, is 
ultimately incapable of providing. Or at least we can say, at the outset, that 
such a question might not admit of anything like an 'answer,' for the precise 
reason that the "experience" Bataille was trying to describe, or more 
accurately to conjure, in his work is defined as that which "steals from the 
mind the answers it still had to questions of knowledge" (IE, 3-4). 1 We 
could say, of course, that this privative property itself defines inner 
experience; its defining quality would therefore be its resistance to defini
tion or, more radically, its incapacitation of the intellectual operations that 
produce definitional thinking in general. But this would be to treat the 
experience as though it could be taken as a purely theoretical object, as 
though the consequences that it brings into play are not real. It would be 
to remain within the paradigm of knowledge and understanding, of 
question and answer, that the experience itself has effectively dissolved; for 
to say that inner experience "resists definition" is to imagine that we can 
consign this experience to a space wholly outside of the finitizing opera
tions of the faculty of reason. Yet inner experience is not simply the faculty 
of reason transcending itself; it is not even perfectly commensurate with the 
mystical" inward cessation of all intellectual functioning" of which Dionysius 
the Areopagite speaks and which seems to place thought in abeyance, 
holding it at bay, intact and accessible or retrievable at will. Inner 
experience is not a metaphysical concept that might effect, dialogically, the 
perfection of the unhappy or alienated consciousness. It does not occur in 
some ideal place of pure exteriority, from which it can conduct a theoretical 
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critique or correction of the faculty of understanding; rather, it throws that 
faculty ceaselessly into question to the point of rendering it inoperative. It 
would be more accurate to say that it is itself a question---or an infinite 
questioning-that addresses the totality of human knowledge from the 
inside. 

This is what is "interior" about the experience, and this is why we must 
try to grasp Bataille's propositions about it not by means of the critical 
operations of the faculty of reason-not from the detached position of the 
Hegelian "observing consciousness"-but by transporting ourselves into 
the interior whence these operations originate . "One must grasp the 
meaning from the inside," writes Bataille, which means, he adds, "one must 
live experience" (IE, 8). This injunction-that we must respect the 
interiority of the experience in our efforts to understand it, that any search 
for its "meaning" must begin and end in a site immanent to the experience 
itself-both perturbs our habitual patterns of reading and announces an 
initial and unsurpassable paradox that riddles the inner experience. For the 
project to write about this experience faces this singular difficulty: how can 
one transcribe---or, more precisely, inscribe-the experience of reason 
encountering its own boundaries? Are we to "live the experience"-a 
tautology that already intimates the problems of inscription confronting 
Bataille---or are we to "seize its meaning"? Is experience writable and, 
equally important, is it or would it be readable? Can the tension between 
"living the experience" and "grasping its meaning" (and Bataille, else
where, shows that he is perfectly conscious that the verb "to grasp" [saisir 
in French; but Bataille quotes here the German verb greifen] is entrenched 
in an entire tradition of philosophical thinking, that it is the "philosophi
cal" verb par excellence) be resolved? Is there perhaps a way of writing that 
might make us live through reading?2 

If what [the poet) brings back from down there has form, 
he gives form; if it's formless [informe] he gives 

formlessness [il donne de l'informe]. 
-Rimbaud 

What, then, is inner experience? Inner experience is the experience of 
nothing. The enormity of such a statement is overwhelming; let us begin 
again, more modestly, by saying that this means, for Bataille, that inner 
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experience is the experience of nothing nameable . Inner experience resists 
all naming because the act of designation would entail its insertion into 
precisely chose "categories of che understanding" the experience upsets: 
"Experience is the putting into question (to the test), in fever and anguish, 
of chat which a man knows about the face of being. Should he in chis fever 
have any apprehension whatsoever, he cannot say: 'I have seen God, the 
absolute, or the depths of the universe'; he can only say 'chat which I have 
seen eludes underscanding'-and God, the absolute, the depths of the 
universe are nothing if they are not categories of understanding" (IE, 4). 

And having said chis, there doesn't appear co be much left co say. To 
name what one sees-if one sees anything in an experience which is 
"without form and without mode " (sans forme et sans mode)-is co 
subscancify and thereby co alter the nature of what one has seen; it is co 
translate into a "dead object and the thing of the theologian" an experience 
which "reveals nothing" (IE, 4-5) . This is a familiar mystical dilemma; the 
'object' of exposition here is "che spirit chat no one can write." 3 Nothing, 
or "NOTHING" (RIEN) as Bacaille sometimes writes, is revealed in the 
experience . (le is this fundamental paradox [how can "nothing " be re
vealed?] which leads Bataille at times into the position of the negative 
theologian, or the negative philosopher: "My philosophy is purely negative 
in terms of philosophy " [VIII, 570]. And Bataille on occasion concedes 
that he cannot convey the unknown itself, but only the "effect of the 
unknown," or again "the effect of experiencing the limit of knowledge" 
[VIII, 567; italics mine]). 

And yet in spite of the linguistic predicament posed by the experience, 
Bataille's book exists. Moreover, it is a book almost obsessed with the 
possibility of defining, circumscribing and inscribing-i .e., exterioriz
ing-this interior experience. Which means giving a form to what is 
formless ("sans forme et sans mode'). "I cannot speak of an absence of 
meaning unless I give it a meaning it doesn't have" (V, 199), writes Bataille 
in Methode de Meditation . Writing and speaking inevitably dress up what 
Bataille would prefer to present in its originary state of nudity ("I think the 
way a girl takes off her dress," he once wrote) . In an early article entitled 
"Formless" ("L'informe"), published in Documents in 1929, Bataille, 
noting chat philosophy has had no other goal than co provide for the 
universe a "mathematical frock coat," proposes co defrock "what is": "To 
declare [ .. . ] chat the universe is not like anything, and is simply formless, 
is tantamount to saying chat the universe is something like a spider or a 
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spitde." 4 Denis Hollier has pointed out that the viability of such an 
assertion depends on its ability to apply to itself: "When he talks about spit, 
the ethnologist must shock as much as he would if he were actually 
spitting." 5 So, when he writes about "nothing," the writer must write as if 
he were actually ... ? 

Fill in the blanks. But with what? Nothing? Certainly, Bataille seems at 
times to want to do just this: write nothing . Hence his famous use of 
ellipses, in Madame Edwarda and elsewhere, to signify or de-signify a" royal 
consecration and triumphal holiday" in the presence of "death itself': 

6 

Bataille's textual practice, his avoidance and voidance of nomination, 
leads one to conclude, with Martin Jay, that Bataille is interested less in the 
meaning of words than in how to do things with words (as well as how to 
do things without them), or at least in "the conflict between constative 

· meaning and performative function." 7 Bataille knows that ellipses are in 
fact a form of trickery (although he is not averse to such trickery; it has its 
place). What must be exploited, if nothing is to be revealed, is the elliptical 
edge of words themselves, the borderlines where words slip into each other 
and outside of themselves. Bataille seeks to forge a mode of writing which, 
in conformity with the inner experience itself, does not transcend meaning, 
but frays it at its edges. The notion of formlessness outlined in the 1929 
essay is the technical manifesto for just such a writing: "Th[e] notion of 
informe," writes Rosalind Krauss, "does not propose a higher, more 
transcendent meaning, through a dialectical movement of thought. The 
boundaries of terms are not imagined by Bataille as having been tran
scended, but merely as transgressed or broken, producing formlessness 
through deliquescence, putrefaction, decay."8 

Whoever has seen , knows what I am saying . 
-Plotinus 

Inner Experience opens upon the issue of terminology, and with an 
attempt at definition, but an attempt which, for the reasons stated above, 
can only proceed by way of an analogy: 
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By inner experience I understand what one usually calls 
mystical experience: the states of ecstasy, of rapture, at 
least of meditated emotion . But I am thinking less of 
confessional experience, to which one has had to adhere 
up to now, than of an experience laid bare, free of ties, 
even of an origin, to any confession whatever . This is why 
I don't like the word mystical. (IE, 3) 

The awkwardness of this definition is striking: in an attempt to clarify 
the meaning of the inner experience, Bataille, from the outset, has recourse 
to another experience, the mystical experience. But this other experience, 
at least in the "habitual" understanding of it, is apparently too other to 
stand in the relation of an analogue: the mystical experience itself has to be 
redefined if it is to contribute to an understanding of the inner experience. 
Bataille's redefinition involves the subtraction from the mystical experi
ence of what Bataille calls its "confessional" element: the formula for inner 
experience would thus be the mystical experience minus this confessional 
dimension. Had the word "mystical" not been so marked by convention, 
it might have adequately substituted as a synonym for "inner," and indeed, 
in a note that testifies to his regret at having to renounce it, Bataille writes 
of his "abandonment of the word 'mystical,' which I could not have 
retained without creating confusion" (V, 427). 

However, Bataille did not entirely renounce the word, but summoned 
it back again and again in the interests of arriving at a clearer understanding 
of the inner experience-in the interests of averting precisely the "confu
sion" he feared its use might entail. The word abounds throughout Inner 
Experience, as though this other experience in relation to which Bataille 
tries to situate the inner experience were in fact inseparable from the 
avowed matter of his book. In 1953, Bataille, still squeamish about the 
confusion his use of the word may have engendered, criticized his own 
earlier works, in particular Inner Experience, on the grounds that they 
tended to slide towards mysticism: "I have for a long time felt myself 
incapable of going over, even in appearance-to the slightest sliding into 
mysticism . In the past, it has happened that I had a less clear attitude. In 
particular, Inner Experience [and] Method of Meditation which is the 
extension of it (not to mention Guilty and On Nietzsche) are in my view 
open to criticism today" (V, 490). 

The insistence of this word in Bataille' s text reveals that it is much more 
than the rather distant historical ancestor that Bataille appears to want it 
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to be. It is as though the one experience presupposed the other. If we are 
to understand what Bataille means by inner experience-and Bataille 
wants us to understand: there is no trace of deliberate mystification in his 
own descriptions-we must proceed, via negativa, with the mystical 
experience, and more precisely, with this "confessional" dimension that 
Bataille would remove from the mystical experience. For it is this aspect 
that Bataille, at all costs, tries to keep from contaminating his exposition 
of the inner experience. Or perhaps not at all costs, for the motif of 
mysticism is never truly "abandoned," or never completely sacrificed. 

If the mystical and the inner experiences coincide on the level of 
pathos-meaning that the subject of the experience undergoes or submits 
to the same passion, the same "ecstasy" and "ravishment"-they diverge, 
Bataille suggests, on the issue of confession . Bataille identifies this as the 
point of attachment and of origin : whereas the mystical experience is 
bound to its eventual confession, the inner experience is "free of ties, even 
of an origin, to any confession whatever, even of origin" (IE, 3) . This 
provides an initial understanding of what Bacaille means by the confes
sional dimension of the mystical experience: the word "confessional" 
stands here as an emblem for the ecclesiastical origins and connotations of 
the mystical experience. It would appear chat Bacaille is crying co wrest the 
mystical from its religious origins and history in order co recast it as a secular 
experience which-in its essence, divested of all religious dogma-might 
thereby remain open co the "non-believer." Bataille wants co defrock the 
word. He makes chis plain in a passage composed for che priere d'inserer 
(which, significantly, does not mention the "inner experience" at all, but 
speaks only of mysticism): 

Can one not free from its religious antecedents the 
possibility for mystical experience-a possibility which, 
in spice ofappearances, remains open to the non-believer? 
Free it from the ascesis of dogma and the atmosphere of 
religions? Free it, in a word, from mysticism-co the 
point oflinking it co the nudity of ignorance? (IE, 169) 

Once again, Bacaille's attempt at a definition proceeds by means of 
negation: the inner experience would be the mystical experience freed from 
religion. But what Bataille is proposing is nothing less than the ablation of 
the mystical in mysticism-a mysticism without mysticism. Rather than 
abandon the word, however, Bacaille revalues it, first divesting it of its 
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"religious antecedents," then reinvesting it with a new, secular signifi
cance.9 To communicate the "experience laid bare" that inner experience 
is, one must first lay bare the word: "I think the way a girl takes off her dress. 
At the most extreme point, thought is immodesty, obscenity itself" 
(Methode de Meditation, V, 200). 

It is undeniable that Bataille, when he speaks about "experience laid 
bare," is speaking about the body. Taking off cloches in his texts is always 
related to casting off the mantel of language in the quest for that elusive 
"silence" of which he speaks in Inner Experience. This is perhaps why the 
mystical element in his texts is so irrepressible, for mysticism, too, returns 
to the body. The discourse of the mystics is a discourse that strives to reach 
and touch the body, to lay it bare; in its path, it constantly tries to shed itself 
of its own discursivity. Hence the paradox, stated by Jean Baruzi in the 
course of his exegesis on the writings of Saint John of the Cross, that "the 
greatest discoveries of the mystic soul are perhaps never the ones that come 
to be written down." 10 The truest mystic does not write; what we know of 
the mystics, which we confidently call a history or a tradition, might be 
merely the corrupted, alloyed account of a discursive failure. Indeed, the 
expression "laying bare" is itself borrowed from the mystics: "Laying bare 
in the old sense," writes Michel de Certeau, "came about only after one had 
been dressed in costume by and for the theater of the world .. .. 'Not naked , 
not clothed, but stripped bare,' said Angelus Silesius ... . Mysticism, also, 
returns to the body, touched and emotionally moved-co that shadowy 
paradise of a reality which is no longer located in language, and which eyes 
no longer see." 11 "We had abandoned the real world, the one made up solely 
of dressed people .. .. " writes the narrator of Story of the Eye.12 

The "nudity of ignorance" that Bataille wanes to communicate must be 
freed then from the authority that might be vested in it were it to be cast 
according to the conventions of traditional mysticism. As an experience of 
freedom, it must have no ties-linguistic, religious, metaphysical . Some 
departure from classical mysticism-some "disparaging of history " co use 
de Certeau' s terms-is thus required if Bacaille' s experience is to escape the 
"ascesis" of religious mysticism, ifit is to avoid ending up as a renunciation 
and as an experience linked to an authority beyond itself "Without the bait 
of salvation (or something like it), who could ever discover the mystical 
way?"13 Only Bataille, it appears, Bacaille who, prompted by Blanchot, 
insisted that "experience is itself the authority" and that "this authority 
expiates itself' (IE, 7; V: 19, 67,223). 
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If we knew, we would not think, we would 
not speak. 

-Monsieur Teste 

If God knew, he would be a pig. 
-Monsieur Bataille 

The confessional element refers also to the mystical experience as 
narrative, as a relatable experience . Because it has historically been per
ceived as a religious experience, and so has remained within the jurisdiction 
of the Church, the mystical narrative has remained the expression of a 
privileged knowing subject whose experience has been one of intimacy 
with God ( or the One, in pre-Christian mysticism) . 14 The genre of 
narration associated with that experience has been the confession. The 
mystic presents him or herself as a witness to the existence and goodness of 
God; his or her narrative-a true confession, as it were-is the revelation 
of a personal communion with the Godhead . As such, it remains subser
vient to a higher purpose which in general is ecclesiatical, often proselytiz
ing in intent. This is why Bataille opens Inner Experience with a "Critique 
of dogmatic servitude (and of mysticism) ." The confession, in short , serves 
a purpose : it has a project, and its movement towards an inevitable 
conclusion is predetermined by this project. The culmination of the 
mystical experience , and therefore also of the confessional narrative that 
describes it, is a safe harbor where the mystic is received and finds shelter 
in a secure knowledge of the existence of God. 

The knowledge offered in the mystical experience, and proffered in its 
narrative, is alien to the inner experience. The inner experience, stripped 
of mysticism, offers no comfort and no knowledge. The subject in this 
experience cannot accede to an exteriority from whence to draw knowledge 
about its experience: "the subject in the experience loses its way, it loses 
itself in the object ... " (IE, 61). It finds neither a way, nor a truth, nor a 
light: "I wanted the experience to lead where it would, not to lead it to some 
end point given in advance. And I say at once that it leads to no harbor (but 
to a place of bewilderment, of nonsense)" (IE, 3). 

For Bataille, the fact that the subject of the mystical experience 
ultimately leads out of the experience and into knowledge compromises 
the experience and confines it within predetermined limits, for it prescribes 
the trajectory in advance as a movement of edification leading from 
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ignorance to knowledge. (This also has consequences for the 'subject' in the 
experience . Bataille is careful never to write about the "subject of the 
experience"-since no subject can be said to have this experience at its 
disposition-but rather of the "subject in experience.") Even to know that 
one knows nothing, in the manner of Cusanus for example, is still for 
Bataille to know too much. The inner experience issues from a more radical 
confrontation with ignorance; "born of non-knowledge," it knows noth
ing, and resists troping its ignorance in the Socratic mode of a knowledge 
that one does not know. It is pure question, disorientation, unrest: 

Inner experience responds to the necessity in which I find 
myself-and human existence with me--0f challenging 
everything (of putting everything into question) without 
permissible rest. This necessity was at work despite 
religious beliefs, but it has even more far-reaching conse
quences if one does not have these beliefs. Dogmatic 
presuppositions have provided experience with undue 
limits: he who already knows cannot go beyond a known 
horizon. (IE, 3) 

The confessional narrative inducts the subject into the realm of assured, 
infallible knowledge, dressing up ignorance in the vestments of a conceit 
(avowal of one's ignorance); Bataille's unfettered experience of non
knowledge is linked only to ignorance devoid of all form. If non-knowledge 
"lays bare," this means refusing both the Christian asceticism of a knowl
edge achieved through the recognition and confession of one's ignorance, 
and the Christian aestheticization of ignorance. Mysticism, with its 
dogmatic presuppositions, circumscribes and prescribes experience: Bataille' s 
desire is to submit to the untrammeled experience of the experience, freed 
from any external authority that would ordain its event or dictate its 
itinerary. It is this experience of the experience that Bataille is trying to 
describe when he writes that "one must grasp its meaning from the inside" 
(IE, 8). Bataille is confronting here a philosophical problem . To announce 
one's non-knowledge in the form of Socratic ignorance is necessarily to step 
outside of it. The confession is the avowal of this, the deictic moment that 
separates the mystic from an immanent experiencing of the experience. 

Bataille is aware that the mystical text only aggravates the problem of 
its own reliability when it calls into question its own rhetoricity. Often, in 
trying to articulate his or her vision, the mystic ultimately concedes to the 
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ineffability or the incommunicability of the experience. Augustine is 
exemplary in this regard: "I had a flashing gleam of you, 0 my God , and 

· then immediately sinking backward I said, 'Who can go further? Shall I 
seek visions? Many have tried and found only illusions."' Augustine is 
suspicious of "visions" because they give form to what is, in Bataille's 
words, "without form and without mode;" the "flashing gleam" becomes 
a "vision" only in translation, and in the translation, as we know, lies the 
betrayal. 

Thus the phenomenal content of the mystical narrative is always 
deceptive . Form is merely a surface effect-the "gleam" meretriciously 
rendered as glitz and glamor-while the revelation of the experience lies 
elsewhere, beyond what Cusanus (whose writings Bataille studied under 
Koyre) calls "the exact adaptation of the known to the unknown. " 15 Bataille 
at times seems to participate in the tradition of mystical writing that 
reverses or at least upsets the habitual paradigm of reading : in this tradition, 
the message lies not in the text and its signs, but in the reader. "The reader 
is discourse" (IE, 60). When Eckhart writes: "This message is addressed to 

no one who does not already possess it as his own," he makes reference to 
the gratuitousness of the mystical narrative. Plotinus' "Whoever has seen, 
knows what I am saying" exposes the complexities of the reading experi
ence presupposed by the mystic's text; whoever has seen, knows already 
what I am saying, in other words, knows how to read my text, knows how 
to read me by not reading me. The mystic's injunction comes close to being 
an injunction against reading. The mystic's text is a gift, but it is given or 
addressed only to those who already "possess" it as their own. The other, 
in order to receive it, must already know the message. This foreknowledge 
on the part of the addressee is raised by Bataille to the level of a precondition 
of reading in general. On reading Nietzsche, Bataille writes: "Do not doubt 
this for an instant. not a word of Nietzsche's work can be understood 
without having lived that dazzling dissolution into totality." 16 In order to 
read Nietzsche, you have to be Nietzsche: "NO ONE CAN READ 
NIETZSCHE AUTHENTICALLY WITHOUT ' BEING' 
NIETZSCHE" (VIII, 476) . 

The confessional narrative is nothing more than the sign of the passing 
of the mystical experience: textual inscription, however minimal or dis
creet, represents a fall from the immanence for which Bataille seems to seek 
an infinite duration. There is therefore in any mystical text an act of 
violence, which is born of the sacrifice of constative meaning. 17 
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We can now say that Bataille' s narrative cannot be a confession, for the 
experience, being born of non-knowledge and ending up in "la nudite de 
!'ignorance," knows nothing, and so, in one sense, has nothing to tell. To 
confess is to divulge what one knows . Bataille knows nothing: "at the 
moment at which I write, nothing affords me the knovyledge of a school
boy" 0/, 261- 262) . But if the non-knowledge of the inner experience seems 
neither graspable nor transmissible as non-knowledge, this manifestly does 
not mean sitting silent. It is a question rather of figuring out how "to 
inscribe otherness and align the address from there, la-bas," from the heart 
of the experience itself. 18 Bataille is aware that the problem is not simply 
that the experience cannot be adequately rendered in language; it is rather 
a question of discovering what language might communicate the experi
ence, what manner of writing might obviate the falsification of experience 
that ensues from inserting it back into the realm of knowledge and 
meaning. Or again, in Bataille' s terms, how might one describe that "place 
of bewilderment, of non-sense" (IE, 3) in the finite idiom of language 
without aestheticizing, i.e., falsifying, the pure black of the night of non
knowledge. 

The need to disengage the mystical experience from its historical 
rootedness in, precisely, mysticism, is therefore conditioned by a need to 
get beyond its gnoseological limitations. The mystical subject knows too 
much. With the shift-as ambivalent and incomplete as it is-from the 
"mystical" to the "inner," Bataille seeks to enable presentation of an 
experience devoid of all knowledge, backed by no authorial agency other 
than itself. But this is a displacement, not a solution . The question of 
language remains common to both experiences, since language tends 
inexorably to insert meaning even where there is none. Hence, even were 
Bataille 's exorcism of the historical authority of mysticism to be granted, 
there remains the problem of the authority inherent in discourse and in the 
writing project. What has to be countered is the authority oflanguage. The 
assault on Christian authority must be waged on the front oflanguage, for 
the two authorities-Christianity and language-are in fact one: "Basi
cally Christianity is a crystallization of language. The solemn assertion of 
the fourth Gospel-Et verbo caro Jactum est-is in a sense this deep truth : 
the truth oflanguage is Christian ." 19 
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Bataille, then, has nothing to confess, nothing to declare. He even raises 
this to the level of a "commandment": "Never confess."20 This anti
confessional dictum is the apparently paradoxical imperative under which 
Bataille writes, and which prescribes in advance the impossibility of the 
task. But as we have said, to have nothing to confess is not the same as to 
have nothing to say. Bataille is convinced of the expressibility of the inner 
experience. For although "this experience born of non-knowledge remains 
there decidedly . .. it is not ineffable, one does not betray it if one speaks 
of it" (IE, 3). One can speak of it, and yet it remains, must remain, 
unavowable . Bataille, then, refuses to situate the inner experience within 
the familiar topos of the inadequation between language and experience: 
language is capable of communicating the inner experience. One does not 
betray the experience simply because one translates a non-verbal event into 
language, one does so only by exploiting particular features of narration, by 
adopting a style (or tone, or structure) of discourse-such as the confes
sion, for example, or the use of imagery-that offers it up as a truth to be 
grasped. The language of confession is the language of testimony, of truth, 
of revelation. In its coverage of the experience, the confessional narrative 
resorts to presenting a sensible form-a vision-in order to make the 
experience familiar, graspable and comprehensible . Since the inner expe
rience "reveals nothing," the dramatized reportage of the confessional style 
is inappropriate. Hence Bataille critiques Saint Theresa of Avila for giving 
in the end an "intellectual vision" of God : this represents for Bataille a 
betrayal of the experience in that it returns it to the intellect, whereas it is 
precisely the essence of the experience to suspend the operations of this 
faculty. In the dark night of the soul, there is nothing to see. Saint John of 
the Cross, in this respect, was wiser, always suspicious of the vision, and the 
word, which were for him mere "consolations" (IE, 4-5). 21 Bataille, 
likewise, suspects the word as direct communication of experience; but far 
from deprecating language or resorting to visual sensationalism or an 
overemphasis on formalism, he searches for a way to express the unavowable 
that will eschew the facile solution of renunciation and the dubious 
satisfactions of mystical voyeurism. 

It is specifically the presentation of the narrative as an act of "consola
tion" that Bataille wished to avoid. To cede to the temptations of 
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consolation would be to subdue the ecstasy of the experience by relating it 
to the familiar, to the known; it would be to ground in comforting , "solid" 
knowns that which is and should remain strange, unfamiliar, unknown. 
For Bataille, consolation represents a form of project, aiming to subjugate 
the revolutionary force of the experience by rendering its annihilating 
effect in the form of an (intellectually) reasonable and assimilable transla
tion. It is by means of this repressive strategy-by evoking an unseen 
authority figure behind the experience, discreetly directing its move
ment-that the Church is able to harness the destablizing force of the 
experience to its own conservative interests. 

What is project? Bataille identifies the guiding principles for the 
composition of the Somme atheologi.que, of which Inner Experience was to 
be the first volume , as "the primacy of experience" and "the refusal of 
project . "22 These two principles form an inseparable couple, and describe 
the tension that characterizes Bataille' s every work. The narrative based on 
project has already arrived, when it begins, at its pre-ordained end, since it 
is based on the "dogmatic presupposition " mentioned above. Much of 
Inner Experience is taken up with the rejection of the notion of project .23 

"Project" takes many forms, making it difficult to grasp its principle . 
Conformism, trickery, certain forms of poetry, morality, work, snobbism, 
vanity, money can all be said to be forms of project. 24 What links them 
together is that they are all mediations. In other words, they represent forms 
of consolation that insulate us against naked contact with experience. Each 
consolation subordinates the experience of experience-i.e. existence-to 
an end (capital, comfort, an afterlife, etc.), thus preventing a genuine 
encounter with experience experienced for itself. Project, based on the 
principle of accumulation, is opposed in its economy to the non-produc
tive expenditure implied in the experience of experience for itself. Project 
permits an evasion of existence by conceiving of each experience as 
dependent upon some future outcome. The present is therefore envisaged 
only proleptically, as we await the fulfillment of whatever projected goal
whatever objective-we have assigned to it. To submit to one or a number 
of these projects is to mediate being, to deny immediate existence by fleeing 
before the ''faillite interieure" of one 's being into the myth of "progress": 
" ... progress negates ecstasy, sin, confuses life with project , sanctifies 
project (work)" (IE, 48) . 

The world of project , then, is the world of work , the world of activity, 
industriousness and accumulation (of goods, prestige, power) that re-
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nounces the experience of the experience, the experience as its own 
authority. Project attempts to mask the "faillite interieure," the "principle 
of insufficiency" that is for Bataille the basis of human life (IE, 81). 
Bataille's refusal of project has interesting consequences for his own 
"project." For if existence is to be lived, "in the instant" as Bataille likes to 
say, can the project of writing a book-and it is a project-escape from the 
principle of project and from the "putting off of existence to a later point" 
that project implies? (IE, 46). Bataille was not unaware of this paradox, and 
chastises himself for describing the glass of alcohol rather than drinking it . 
That Bataille was caught up in the trammels of the trap he was trying to 
expose was a point made forcefully by Sartre. But it is easy, and facile, to 
corner Bataille in this way, to point out that Bataille, after all, eats, reads, 
and has a job at the Bibliotheque N ationale: life is not, of course, composed 
of uninterrupted ecstatic instants. 25 Here, Bataille can adopt no other 
strategy than that of integrating the paradox into his endeavor: "project is 
the prison from which I wish to escape (project, discursive experience): I 
have formed the project of escaping from project!" (IE, 59). And how to 
effect this miracle? Bataille proposes a homeopathic remedy: "Principle of 
inner experience: to emerge through project from the realm of project" (IE, 
46). Simi/,a similibus curantur. 

"Project, discursive existence": Bataille here makes an equation that 
announces the homeopathic task before him. How can the inner experi
ence, which defines itself negatively as that which is not project, be 
expressed, if discursive existence is project? 

Bataille carries his argument concerning project to the extreme when he 
attributes the activity of thinking to the world of project . The possibility 
of identifying mental reflection and project emerges with the cogito, which 
for Bataille marks the beginning of the modern epoch and the world of 
project in which we are still living: 

Descartes' little affirmation is the most subtle of escapes 
[ ... ]I am in anguish and I think ; thought in me suspends 
anguish; I am the being gifted with the power to suspend 
within himself being itself. Following Descartes: the 
world of "progress," in other words, of project, is the 
world in which we find ourselves. (IE, 46) 

"Thinking suspends anguish": the cogito of Descartes crystallizes for 
Bataille a whole tradition of philosophy envisaged as a form of consolation, 
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a tradition as ancient as Boethius and as modern as Hegel. But if thinking 
and "discursive existence" are project, what kind of "being" does Bataille 
propose? Bataille's inclusion of the processes of intellection within the 
realm of project-he quotes with approbation Denis the Areopagite's 
"intimate cessation of every intellectual operation"-would seem to pre
clude all human existence, if we define the human, with Aristotle, as the 
zoon logikon, as the animal whose distinctness lies in its capacity for thought 
and the symbolic expression of thought. But this is not so: for even as he 
plans his escape, Bataille knows that there is no issue, no exit from the 
prison, there is only the rigorous contestation of the hegemony of project, 
and the ecstasy that ensues from contestation. What Bataille refuses is the 
tendency to flee from existence into fatuous activities whose only interest 
lies in their eventual completion . The "being without delay" he opposes to 
this existence implies an immediate existence that is not dependent upon 
any future validation or reward (be it an afterlife, or a profit of any kind). 26 

In this "being without delay," is there a place for writing? Do writers not 
also deny life and experience, Erlebnis, as the Germans have it? Is there a 
writing of the experience of non-knowledge, and is writing an experience? 
Let us restate what we have so far discovered in such a way as to enable us 
to proceed with these questions. 

The essential aspect of the shift from the mystical to the inner 
experience is the consequent displacement from the outer to the inner. In 
the mystical schema, or at least in Bataille' s reading of it, there is revelation 
("All 'mystical knowledge' is founded in the belief in the revelatory value 
of ecstasy." [IE, 73]). In the inner experience, there is no such revelation: 
this experience "reveals nothing," such that there is nothing to confess, no 
known (and therefore no relatable) content . This non-knowledge to which 
Bataille is exposed in the inner experience must not, as we have said, be 
recuperated into the schema of meaning--otherwise it would necessarily 
become what it is not, would become known, would become a project. 
Disassociating the projective element from discursive existence therefore 
becomes the project that will effect an escape from project . Now since 
project is in essence salvation, the mystical or confessional narrative has to 

be rejected because its knowledge, even as knowledge of ignorance, is a 
certain knowledge, which, never contesting itself, offers consolation and 
the safe harbor of truth in the storm of experience. Inner experience, on the 
other hand," met toute en cause (en question)." Consequently: "I come to the 
most important point: it is necessary to reject external means" (IE, 12). 
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By "external means" Bataille means the deliverance promised by any 
authority external to the experience itself: "It is no longer a question of 
salvation: this is the most odious of evasions (faux-foyants)" (ibid.). The 
questions we must answer have now become clear: is writing an "exterior 
means," a "faux-foyani' seeking only an escape from experience? How can 
writing be anything but the treacherous exteriorization of the inner 
experience? Is not writing a quest for salvation, an agent of mediacyand an 
ascetic evasion? Or can writing somehow escape from the world of project 
and attain to the experience of experience? 

As a result of the attempt to approximate and even enact the experience 
of experience, Bataille's text is incessantly unworking itself. But , I repeat, 
this is not on account of any inherent capacity within language that sets it 
to work against itself: the movement oflanguage does not 'naturally ' mirror 
the disorder of the inner experience. Nor is the disorder of Bataille's 
thinking intended to bring about a mystification of any kind. It does not 
attempt to mimetically reproduce, in language, an initial confusion that 
itself might encode, cryptically, a knowledge that the reader has only to 
discern behind it: "The disorder of my thought, what there is in it that 
remains irreducible to a clear view, dissimulates nothing. I know nothing' 
(" L 'au-de/a su serieux," XII, 315). The unworking of the text is no doubt 
to an extent the result of a calculated strategy; but it is at the same time a 
constant striving to transgress the laws of that very strategy so as to 
introduce a disorder that is not merely the dissimulation of a latent 
meaning waiting to be deciphered. 

Here is Bataille presenting, in the simplest of terms, the problem: "The 
expression of inner experience must in some way respond to its move
ment--<:annot be a dry verbal translation that might be executed in order 
(executable en ordre) (IE, 6). This simple statement announces the first 
victim of the writing of the experience: method, which Bataille calls here 
"order," but which clearly refers (" executable en ordre') to Descartes in 
particular, and to philosophical procedure in general. From Descartes, 
Bataille retained the element of doubt, infinite doubt, which, far from 
leading to a fandamentum inconcussum, finds itself arrested in its move
ment and hypostasized such that it remains hyperbolic. Writing against 
method, Bataille therefore rejects the linear narrative 27 in favor of a more 
Swiftian way that leads only to the repeated interruption of the text and of 
its homogeneity: 
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I am anxious to explain myself on chis matter, thus 
interrupting the expose: I must do it, not being able to 
guarantee the homogeneity of the whole. (IE, 6) 
I interrupt once again the course of the expose. I do not 
give the reasons for this ... . (IE, 16) 

And , elsewhere: 

My thinking strides out in every direction . Not unaware 
of the fragility of these strides. (VIII, 570) 
[ .. . ] I would like to abuse digressions. The abuse of 
digressions seems to me the only plan that corresponds to 
my idea. ("Le Surrealisme au jour le jour ," VIII, 170) 

The intention is not simply to digress-for the digression can always be 
recuperated into the general movement of the text, subsumed into mean
ing once again (as in Descartes)-but to abuse digressions such that they 
remain pure digressions. The text must not redeem these passages that seem 
"all over the place" (a batons rompus) (VIII , 170); they must, like the 
experience they would describe, remain lost: "To lose oneself[ ... ] would 
be to lose oneself and in no way save oneself (One will see further on the 
passion which man brings to the contesting of each slip in the direction of 
the whole, of salvation, of the possibility of a project). But then the 
possibility for ascesis disappears!" (IE, 22) 

The tyranny of project consists in prescribing the itinerary of existence: 
the inner experience is a movement of self-loss. At the level of discourse, 
this means that language must lose itself, must resist slipping into sense if 
it is to communicate, through a refusal of the salvation proffered in 
meaning, the state of non-sense characteristic of the inner experience. 

Bataille, therefore, strays from the path in order to disorient the ordered 
flow of narrative, so that the structure of his text repeats the formless 
'structure' of the experience. But the abuse of digressions is more than a 
superficial organizational tactic. Abandoning the path towards knowledge 
requires a complementary and much more intimate operation , an opera
tion performed on words themselves. For even within the digressions that 
attempt to dissolve the structure of Inner Experience, each sentence risks 
tending towards sense and away from non-knowledge . As readers, we are 
perhaps coo familiar with digressions for them to have a truly subversive 
effect (already for Sterne 's Tristram, digressions were "the life, the soul of 
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reading"). It is the "idiocy of every sentence" (IE, 36) that must be 
countered, and at every moment. This is a more ambitious task than the 
preceding, for it implies combating not only the "concatenation" (IE, 15) 
of the sentences composing the text, but the entirety oflanguage as a system 
of representation. Bataille assimilates the representational status of lan
guage to philosophic discourse: "The difference between inner experience 
and philosophy resides principally in this: in experience, the statement is 
nothing, if not a means and even, as much as a means, an obstacle: what 
counts is no longer the statement of the wind, but the wind" (IE, 13). 

Discourse is a means, a "moyen exterieur," and therefore a project 
inimical to the inner experience. To escape the mediateness of verbal 
expression would require nothing less than forging a text that could be 
experienced-apprehended rather than comprehended, consumed rather 
than read. Reading, like the "being without delay," would ideally bypass 
the processes of intellection, thus suppressing the "little deferral" project 
implies (IE, 46). 28 

How would one write the wind? Bataille chooses the example of the 
wind 29 because it is something which exists, and of which we can speak
it is not ineffable-but it is something we can only know through its 
effects. 30 This illustrates the dilemma of expressing the unknown: one is, 
ineluctably it seems, reduced to producing merely a description of its 
effects, a phenomenology that lists the attributes but that fails to capture 
the essence. In other words, the object of inquiry is not an object: 
consequently, as a non-object that cannot be subjected to phenomenologi
cal reduction, it cannot constitute the subject as the subject of knowledge. 
What remains to be expressed, then, is not a list of facts observable to a 
subject-for in the "inner experience" there is no longer either knowing 
subject nor object-but only the subject's "dazzling dissolution into 
totality." "Experience attains in the end the fusion of object and subject, 
being as subject non-knowledge, as object the unknown" (IE, 9). 

In other words, the subject and object in the classical, philosophical 
sense are inextricably bound up in a relation of"compenetration." 31 Since 
words are objects,32 what has to be found, in order to describe an object that 
is not an object, are words that are not words. Bataille terms such a word 
a "slipping word" (IE, 16). These are words capable of resisting the 
"glissement clans le sens du toul' (V, 35) and of effecting the reversal of this 
movement, an "incessantglissementde tout au neani' (V, 137).33 These are 
the words that endow Bataille's thought with the pluri-dimensionality he 
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sought: in the violent reversal of a movement that is itself already a slippage 
(into meaning) , the uncontrolled skidding and friction that is thereby 
produced effects the effacement of meaning, inscribing only the trace
marks of the event 's passage. More plainly , they are words which not only 
express, but also, in themselves, participate in the dissolution of the 
metaphysical categories of subject and object. 

Now Bataille gives few examples of such words and objects , even 
though they are announced somewhat optimistically as the only suitable 
symbols for expressing the dissolution of subject and object that occurs in 
inner experience. The wind might be one such 'object, ' whose interior 
counterpart would be breath. As for an example of a "slipping word ," 
Bataille gives only one, the word "silence": "Silence is a word which is not 
a word and breath an object which is not an object . .. " (IE, 16). 

The peculiar property of the word "silence" is that it is a contradiction, 
in the sense that-as a word-it necessarily transgresses or " abolishes" the 
notion of silence to which it refers: "the word silence is still a sound' (Y, 25). 
In this respect it is the most "perverse" or "poetic " of words . The "slipping 
word" points to Bataille's wish that the text be composed of something 
more than just discourse. Bataille's text desires its own otherness , an 
otherness that Blanchot has identified as a "parole plurielle," a form of 
expression close to orality-including therefore the intervention of si
lence-that would escape the "discursive real" (reel discursifi and its 
unceasing stream of affirmations and truth propos itions .34 This accounts 
for the uncomfortableness ofBataille' s writing, which constantly attempts 
to move beyond itself into other registers of expression. 35 

There persists, however, the brute materiality of the word, the printed 
word on the page. This is an obvious point, but it is of importance in that 
the materiality of the word is the constraint against which Bataille must 
always struggle and, moreover , it is perhaps only within this effort to efface 
the materiality of the signifier that any "meaning " can be ascribed to his 
entire enterprise. To write "silence" and to be silent remain unalterably 
separate possibilities. Bataille, of course, knows as much , just as he knows 
that the logical consequence is silence: 

And this difficulty is expressed in this way: the word silence 
is still a sound, to speak is in itself to imagine knowing; and 
to no longer know, it would be necessary to no longer 
speak. (IE, 13) 
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Pure silence would seem to be the only modality truly consonant with the 
presentation of non-knowledge, since to speak at all is already to enter into 
discussion , to want to be right , to want to prove that one is right, to make 
constative statements about the world, etc.36 Thus even to achieve some
thing like an oral mode of presentation within his text would not bring 
about the perfectly adequate mode of communication that Bataille at times 
seems to desire, since the oral mode is itself merely an intermediary stage 
between written discourse and silence. 

However, in the very failure of the book to attain either the oral mode 
of transmission or the silence which this latter approximates (at least more 
closely so than the written word) something-as yet difficult to name more 
precisely than this- happens . If this formulation seems vague, this is 
because the "something" that "happens, " if nominated in a more direct 
way, would risk appearing as a salvation-which it is absolutely not . To 
name it at all might be to make a "success" of a "failure," which would be 
to betray the very principle of Inner Experience. 37 At the same time, to say 
that "something happens" is insufficient. The difficulty in commenting on 
Bataille is that one remains subject to the same exigencies and constraints 
as Bataille himself , and must try to resist the temptation of recuperating 
into a meaningful totality what was written precisely to dissolve that 
totality. As Jean-Luc Nancy writes: "It is becoming urgent to cease 
commenting on Bataille"; and the commentator 's task then becomes one 
ofinterpreting the paradox of this utterance and evaluating the chances for 
commentary from within the Bataillean perspective.38 The slightest com
mentary tends to engage his thought in the direction of a univocal 
meaning, whereas the word of the text legislates against precisely this. 
Commentary, critique, interpretation do not thereby become impossible 
or even inappropriate : but a distinct kind of exposition is necessary if justice 
is to be done to Bataille and to his text, one infused with the spirit of 
"contestation " to the point of accepting contradiction and aporia, dissat
isfaction and-if this is a word--disconsolation. 
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36 On this point-which institutes the ultimate "infallibility" of the mystic 's 
position-cf . Eric Weil's "Action, litterature et philosophie mystique ," Critique 
15-16 (1947), 172-187 . 

37 Although Bataille at times comes close to this opposition (success/failure), 
he always tends away from it at the last moment in favor of a less decisive outcome. 
See Guilty, 103. 

38 Jean-Luc Nancy , "Exscription ," in The Birth to Presence, 333. 
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